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A MONTHLY MAGAZINE FOR THOSE WHO

FIGHT BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS

The NEW

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER!!!
The NEWSPAPER of the hobby!



MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED
28-32 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON S02 OPA

Telephones:

Southampton 20855 (STD 0703)
West End 4651 (STD 04218)
after 7 p.m.

1975 CATALOGUE

NOT AVAILABLE UNTIL
LATE OCTOBER. PRICE

TO BE ANNOUNCED.

Directors:

NEVILLE DICKINSON M.I.C.M.

RICHARD 'DICK' HIGCS D.Art.

The current full and exciting iistings of two popular ranges

MYTHICAL EARTH
1  Man Ore with Sword
2 Wood Elf with Bow
3 Strip of 2 dwarfs
4 Wizard ...
5  Elf
6 Strip of 3 Hobbits
7 Wood Elf with Sword

8 Mounted Wizard
9 Man Ore with Axe
10 2 mounted Hobbits
11 Large Troll with Club
12 2 Small Trolls
13 2 Armoured Dwarfs
14 Large Wolf
15 Mounted Goblin with Axe

16 Mounted Goblin with Sword
17 Large Huon
18 Small Huon

19 Rohan Lancer

20 Rohan Horse Archer

21 Dunland Spearman
22 Dunland Axeman

23 True Ore Archer

24 True Ore Swordsman
25 Harad Spearman
26 Harad Mounted Lancer

27 Southron Spearman
28 Southron Mounted Swordsman
29 Pukeiman ...
30-Balrog

31 Hill Troll
32 Skeleton Man
33 Ithilien Spearman
34 Ithilien Archer

35 Gondor Citadel Guard
36 Beorn Bearman ...

37 Large Ent
38 Small Ent
39 Giant ...

40 Giant Spider
41 Man Ore with Spear
42 Barrow Wight ...
43 Gondor Spearman
44 Gondor Swordsman
45 True Ore Sword and Shield
46 Elf King
47 Mounted Elf

48 Hobbit Archer ...

49 Gondor Knight
50 Goblin Spearman
51 Frogman ...
52 Black Rider ...
53 Ranger Swordsman
54 Ranger Spearsman
55 Dwarf King and Standard Bearer
56 Goblin with Spear, Shield and Bow
57 Ringwraith and Nazgul
58 Eagle ... ...
60 Horse for Skeleton Man

SCIENCE FICTION
1  Terresti Eonhover Vehicle
2 Terresti Amphibian, Laser
3 Aquila Death Angel
4 Vertos Robotic Alien
5 Cehan Fishtoid, laser ...
6 Giant Insectoid from Cehan
7 Vertos Hoboman

8 Aquila Starman
9  Earth Federation Spaceman with Launcher
10 Earth Federation Spaceman with Laser
11 Cehan Pinhead with laser rifle
12 Cehan Pinhead Commander
13 Cehan Pinhead with Death Spray
14 Terresti Eonhover with Heavy laser
15 Terresti Mad Rider
16 Terresti Mad Rider's Mount

17 Cehan Control Centre
18 Aquila lite-man
19 Aquila Dream-man
20 Terresti Eonhover Vehicle Driver
21 Terresti Eonhover Heavy Laser Operator
22 Terresti Mad Rider King
23 Aquila Underling with Club
24 Aquila Underling Leader with Axe
25 Vertos Robotic Brain Control
26 Vertos Roboman Commander
27 Vertos Robotic Commander
28 Cehan Pinhead Firing Laser Rifle
29 Cehan Pinhead Firing Death Spray
30 Earth Federation Magnocraft and Driver
31 Earth Federation Conscript with Sonic
32 Earth Federation Conscript Captain

(4 pieces)
Gun

COMIIMG VERY SOON - OVER 125 AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE FIGURES

COMING SOON - NEW SWORD & SORCERY RANGE, AMERICAN CIVIL AND SEVEN
YEARS WARS

The exclusive and competent manufacture of our figures in the U.S.A. Capably by

MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD. INC.
BOX P, PINE PLAINS, NEW YORK 12567 tel 914-398 siee

U.S.A.

CATALOG

$1.25



YOUR INTERNATIONAL
MODEL MAIL ORDER HOUSE

Suppliers to the British and Overseas Governments

Bond Bug
Prairie Tank
City of Truro
Thunderstreak
Sam Missile
USAF Personnel

BY POST YOU SEE

SI'S AiRFiX FOR ME

New Airfix 1/24 Harrier £4.31
Canberra 73p
Shooting Star 28p
Cherokee Arrow 21 p

Most other AIRFIX in stock including
22p Monty's Number 79p
59p Brake Van 28p
59p Evening Star 79p
39p SRN4 Hovercraft £1.68
39p F.4 Phantom 59p
22p Catalogue 25p

PLANES FLY IN WITH REVELL

I AM TOLD, -r/L
THERE IS

NEW AND

THERE ISOLD
NEW OLD

Bf 110 Messerschmitt 1/72 A3J Vigilants 46p
1/32nd £2.50 105mm Howitzer 56p

Mcoi j j 1/25th Kustom Rolls/USS Independence £2.05 y £1 gg
1/16th Revellution £4.18 Queen Mary £1.59
1/32nd Oscar £1.59 1/16th Tony Nancy £3.41
A/T oc Robert E. Lee £1.59A/T Montrose 86p i/i2th Kav/asaki Mach
1/16th Kuhl & Olsen £4.18 111 £1.:

THE HISTORY OF SOLDIERS ^ ̂
CAN NOW BE TOLD, ^
AND WE STOCK BRANDS
FOR YOUNG AND OLD W
Historex Napoleon Mounted £1.53

Murat King of Naples £1.53
Grenadier of the Guard 73p BrnB

Hinchliffe Taisho £9.00 hH
75mm Fusilier Tambour £2.05 ara
20/28 German W.W.U Hanomag 251/1 93p MM
ME/G/1 British 9 pdr., 54mm £2.36 ■&
25/A French 4 pdr. , Waterloo 45p a*
C.7 Life Guards Trooper 1815 £2.3

Guardhouse NmP 1 Napoleon 50p WEL 1 Wel l ington 50p
KN 1 The Black Prince 50p

Series 77 Canadian Militia 1885 S.'3 Canadian Indian £2.27
8/6 Officer Inf Regt £2.?/

8/2 Driver R.C. Artillery £9.09 8/9 Trooper N.W.M.P. £6.82
Greek Warriors Q/1 Hopl ite £2.27 Camel Corps 11/3 French £9.09

List lOp Painted Figures available at extra cost.

Wel l ington 50p

TAMIYA COMES BY SEA
YOU KNOW AND

:/ THERE IS AN EVER
— INCREASING FLOW

NEW OLD
1/35th S.A.S. Jeep £1.09 i/35th Tiger 1 £2.72
l/'fth Centurion eISI ^/^Sth Flak 88 £3.63
1/12th Datsun 240ZG £9.99 V25th Tiger 1 £7..i6
1/35th US M551 Sheridan 1/48th H.S. Harrier £1.81

£3.63 1/72nd Vesper £5.00
Stalin
FIAT AMS ALDO M13/40 £1.48
GERMAN 8-WHEELED ARMOURED CAR Sd.Kfz 232 £2.77

A BADGER CANT SPRAY
"y BUT THE AIRBRUSH CAN

SO YOUR MODELS REQUIRE
THE BEST SPRAY IN THE LAND

Humbrol Badger 250 Spray Gun Set £5.05
Humbrol Badger 250 Spray Gun Set £6.36
Humbrol Badger 200 Airbrush Set £19.54
Badger Airbrushes

100 XF, 100 IL each £25.00 Compressor £37.57
Propellants 20 oz. £1.10 12 oz. 70p

A TICK IN THE BOX IS
THE CORRECT SIGN, THEY
SAY, ALMARK BOOKS ARE NOT
VERY FAR BEHIND TODAY

/
NEW

Scale Model
Buildings £1.50

British Armour in
Action £1.50

Soldiers of the
Napoleonic Wars

POSTAGE
Minimum Charge
Orders up to £1
£1 to £2
£2 to £3
£3 to £4
£4 to £10
Over £10 post freeb. WE OFFER TO UK AND

^ OVERSEAS A SERVICE
",(3 WHERE WE TRY TO PLEASE

TRADE ORDERS ARE WELCOME
^ AND RETAIL TOO AND HERE

IS A SERVICE JUST FOR YOU

OLD
Engl ish Civil War £1.60
Field Rocket Equipment of the

German Arms £1.00
Foots Guards Regt £1.25
German Military Combat Dress £1.50
N Gauge Model Railways £1.50
R.N. Coastal Forces £1.25
Scale Model Fighting Vehicles £1.50
US Army Uniforms £1.50
Waffen SS £1.75
The Years of Napoleon £1.50

IF YOU SEE THE GOODS
IN THIS BOOK

TODAY YOU CAN

BET YOUR LIFE

i\TS IN OUR
DISPLAY

C.O.D. TO BRITISH AND OVERSEAS CLIENTS
(Overseas check with your Post Office to see if possible)

Parcel Post — Letter Packets — Air Parcel Post
Sea Freight — Air Freight

Telex connected day and night
Telephone service 01-540 7333

V.A.T.
Please add 8% to
grand total of goods

postage (8p per £1)
OVERSEAS POSTAGE

AND PACKING EXTRA

Exacto
Peco
Graham Parish
Lilliput
Wrenn
T estors
Model colours
Humbrol
Ai rmodel

Rareplanes
Johan
Bandai
Monogram
Fujimi
Matchbox
lami
Liqu-a-Plate
Profiles

Camouflage and
Markings

Books and still
more books

N ichimo
Faller
Pola
Riko

BMW MODELS, 327-329 Haydons Rd.. Wimbledon, London, S.W.19. Telex 928 374. 01-540 7333/4



PETITE PRECISIOIV

NOW OBTAINABLE

AT

VICTORS HOBBIES,

JOHANNESBURG,

S.A.

On Nov. 9-10th at the

Lancastrian Hall,

Swinton, Manchester,

we shall be on display
and demonstration at

the Northern Militaria.

a power tool for the modeller

Diameter:

33 mm

Weight: 160 g

length:
125 mm

Torque:
105 cmg

Chuck size:
2/10 to
2.5 mm

2 batteries
4.5v. In series

AC/DC Trans

Car bcttery

THIS PRECISION EXAMPLE OF FRENCH ENGIHEERING IS A MUST
The high power 'palm' size drill operates from 2 x 4.5v batteries or any DC source (a model train transformer for example) up to 14v,
so Is equally suitable for 'field' or workshop use.
Supplied In a strong carrying and storage case, the complete outfit consists of drill with three collets, battery holder, five assorted
drills, seven assorted burrs, three routers, six grinding stones and seven assorted polishing discs and brushes.
The drill may be hand-held for routing, engraving, polishing, cutting and so on, or clamped in the special drill stand - an optional
extra, but for which space is provided In the carrying case - for precision drilling, etc.

PRICES - Complete SUPER-30 kit
30 tools)
Mk. II Drill Stand
Drill only

Illustrated (less batteries,
£14.00 30p p.p.
£3.50 17p p.p.
£6.65 25p p.p.

SUPER-10 Kit In X 2 X 4 In. case with Drill, Battery
holder, 3 collets, 10 tools £10.85 25p p.p.
Flexible drive shaft £4.80 22p p.p.

All above prices include VAT

1. Selection of tools in Super 30 kit. 2. Drill shown in
stano

3. Flexible drive approx. 16 In.
long with collets

4. Complete 30 tool kit in
case showing apace for
stand

Sole Distributors:

PRECISION PETITE LTD.
119a High Street, Teddington, Middiesex TW11 8HG

Tei: 01 977 0878
Send SAE for illustrated leaflets and order form



Ldu Bocchi's

fiUEn SPfiCE W
Who are the Rux? Can you dodge their fl ight of javelin

'^jy torpedoes ?
Are the Zarks as invincible as they seem?

Can you out-manoeuvre the mighty Kuzi Battle Cruiser?

/  Find out in this new, highly challenging, adult, science-
J  / fiction game, which gives each player command of a
^  warp-speed starship. Each ship is equipped with main

and auxi I ary engines, blazers, shields, l ife-support

system and it's own unique weapon, such as the

Repazoid's tentacle beam for grappling enemy ships.
The ALIEN SPACE Battle Manual includes eight spaceship pieces with their hit record
sheets and performance profiles. Each ship is represented by a detailed top-side drawing
some three inches long, set within a 360 degree compass, printed black on red card. The
confl ict is fought on any convenient flat surface, preferably eight feet square. Put your
helm over to course 060, snap shields on ful l , close for battle at warp three with the Rux
al ien to starboard. Order your copy of ALIEN SPACE now for hours of high adventure
that wil l be out of this world.

COLONIAL
SKIRMISH WARGAME

RULES 1850 - 1900

The great days of Colonial expansionl In Africa, hear the nerve-tingling y^lls of swifts
riding Tuaregs as they circle the last three Legionnaires at the waterhole. On the Nqrth
West Frontier of India, you calm your men, waiting with bayonets fixed ("Steady lads"),
ready for the charge of wild Pathan hillmen. Used with 30mm or 25mm figures, these,^
rules bring you hot, personalised, squad-level action. Each man is a character in his ~
own right. Percentages are used for al l the calculations and the necessary 20-sided
Percentage Dice are available from us. Come back now to the glory that was Empire I _

Al l the above are available now from: Steve Curtis

SKIRMISH WARGAMES ̂
"THE LAZY B", 13 ST. DECUMAN'S ROAD, WATCHET, SOMERSET, TA23 OMR.

The ALIEN SPACE Battle Manual containing 8 ships/record sheets, price £1-60
The COLONIAL SKIRMISH WARGAME RULES, 1850-1900 .. .. price £1-00

20-sided PERCENTAGE DICE (for use with Colonial Rules) per pair, price -30p

(Please note: American customers contact LOU ZOCCHI at

1513 Newton Drive, Biloxi, Mississippi, 39532, USA, f or al I the above game



BRIDLE MODELS Tel: 01-777 4908

2 Bridle Parade, Bridle Road, Shirley, Croydon CRO 8HA
NEW from HISTOREX 741. Field Forge with four horse team and drivers
£8.20. FORGE only £3.00. 742 LANCERS OF BERG 1809-1812 in short tailed
jacket and hungarian boots, 1812-1813 in Kurtka and overalls, both periods
Elite or Centre Co available £1.65 each. 743 ARTILLERY ARTISANS 1804-
1815. Master Artificer and Artificer in full dress SOp each. Smith working
at anvi l. Assistant Smith operating bellows. Artificer carrying bucket and
tools, pack of three only £1.65. We carry a large stock of Historex kits
and hold one of the largest stocks of spares in London and Surrey. Cata
logue 90p, posi; 8p, spares list free (send S.A.E.)
HISTOREX, Mounted figures £1.65. Foot figures 80p. We stock all the kits
and hold one of the largest stocks of spares in London and Surrey. Cata
logue 90p (post 8p). Spares list (free, send S.A.E.). NEW FIGURES AND
EQUIPMENT FROM HISTOREX, CAMPAIGN. FORGE, with complete tool
kit £3.00. SMITH, ASSISTANT SMITH and ARTIFICER all in working tenue
with trousered legs - three figures in one packet. £1.65 LANCERS DE BERG
Officer - Trooper - Trumpeter, all mounted £1.65 each.
SERIES 77. Stage 14. PRUSSIAN HEAVY CAVALRY 1900.
14/1 Trumpeter Saxon Carabinier Regt. (Parade Dress)
14/2 Standard Bearer Garde Du Corps (Parade Dress)
14/3 Adjutant Line Cuirassier Regt. (Overcoat)
14/4 Officer Garde Du Corps (Gala Dress)
14/5 Trooper Garde Cuirassier Regt. (Parade Dress)
14/6 Sergeant Major Line Cuirassier Regt. (Peaked Cap)
14/7 Officer Live Cuirassier Regt. (Undress Uniform)
Foot £2.50. Samurai £2.85. Mounted £7.50. Camel and Rider £10. 54mm kits
Foot £1.70. New lists now available of all Series 77 products, send S.A.E.
TROPHY. All 54mm in kits. Foot: Welsh Bowman at Crecy £1, French
Musketeer 1665 90p, Landsknecht £1, Samurai £2.20. Mounted: 13c Knight
£2.25, Byzantine Cavalryman £2.25, Marshal Ney £2.25, Murat and ADC
£4. Samurai £3.65, Sythian Cavalryman £2.50. NEW. Polish Winged Hussar
£3.50. The Earl of Essex £3.50. Plains Indians £3.25.

STADDEN. Complete catalogue of all Stadden 54mm foot and mounted
kits, also 90mm figures, 25p (post 5p), 30mm list 15p (post 5p). Prices
54mm foot £1.25, mounted kits £2.00, 90mm figures £2.95, 30mm figures
15p foot, 60p mounted.
PHOENIX. 54mm Regency Period figures (1800-1820) all at £1.32 each, see
September issue for full list or send for catalogue 40p (post 8p.)
MEN 0' WAR. All In stock at £2.50 each.

LASSET. New British Peninsular. Light Company. L650 Officer in shako.
L652 Sergeant. Battalion Company. L655 Officer in cocked hat. L657

Sergeant. L659 Private Grenadier Company. L662 Sergeant. L663 Drummer.
L664 Private. Fusiliers. L667 Sergeant. L668 Drummer. L669 Private. Britsh
Waterloo. Grenadiers. L702 Sergeant. L704 Private. ALL at £1.20 each.
SANDERSON. New Press Gang Figures all in stock. Also all the rest of
Sanderson range, see Greenwood & Ball advertisement for details.
CAMEO. CA1 Churchill. CA2 Goering. CA3 MacArthur. CA4 Eisenhower.
CA5 Mussolini. CAS Von Richthofen. CA7 Lee. CAB Patton. CA9 Luftwaffe
Pilot. CAMEO AND SANDERSON 54mm 95p each. The NEW GREENWOOD
& BALL CATALOGUE at 40p (post 8p) lists ail the LASSET, SANDERSON.
CAMEO and GARRISON figures.

HINCHLIFFE. WE STOCK ALL THEY MAKE and all the new figures as they
are released, see HINCHLIFFE advertisement in this issue, or send for the
new catalogue 50p (post 8p) or the current White List 6p (post 5p).
MINOT. 30mm S.A.E. for free list.

AMERICAN FIGURES. Now in stock by Imrie/Risley, Cavalier. Bugle and
Guidon. Old Guard, Vallance, Valiant - Superior 90s and Little General -
all stocked - but as figures are coming and going all the time please place
specific order and if we have in stock we'll put on one side or order it for
you.

PAINTED FIGURES. We have a number of Stadden 90mm Series 77 foot
and mounted, also two one-off German 90mm and one 80mm. German
Cavalry Officer - 1 only Phoenix 30mm and a diorama of a bawdy tavern
scene with 12 Sanderson Cavalier figures in Perspex box by Peter Allen at
£49.00. Send S.A.E. for full list and prices.

OTHER FIGURES AND KITS by: Rose (Catalogue 75p. post 5p). S.E.G.O.M.
(free list, post 4p). Ensign Miniatures.

MAIL ORDERS. P.&P. U.K. only,
over £4 free, add 15p for orders
under £4. Overseas Mail (surface)
add 20 per cent to order total.

SHOP HOURS: 9.15 to 6.00.
Sundays 10.00 to 1.00

Closed Mondays.

^SOî
 TO WEST

Wickham Rd

NO PARKING RESTRICTIONS.
Come and look us over - we
specialise in figures and things to

aid the modeller.

MICRO - AllMOlJIl

UK10

(Churchill III)
G6

(Tiger 1E) R2

(T34/85)

/• fi a 'On j (©)) I ef

G22

(PzKpfw IV/F2) (Panther G)

SEND 6 PENCE FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTING

GHQ put in the details that others leave out Gllil
V2I5SCALE micpo-ARMOUR ®

WKSMLE micRoIaRMOUR ®

New Hope Design-Rothbury-Northumberland NE65 7QJ- ^



IT'S A FIELD-DAY FOR MODERN WARGAMERS THIS MONTH. HEROICS
HAVE PRODUCED THE FIRST BATCH OF AN EXTENSIVE RANGE OF 1/300
MODERN MICROARMOUR AND INFANTRY. NOW YOU CAN REFIGHT
KOREAN BATTLES, ARAB/ISRAELI WARS OR WARSAW PACT v NATO
SHOULD YOU SO WISH.

WARSAW PACT
Infantry Pack
Support Pack

T55

T62

PT76

ZSU57 (SPA)

lOp with
Rotating Turrets

BTR60 APC 1
BTR60 (with Swatter missiles) ( gn
BMP76 APC (with Sagger missiles) j
MIL Mi4 Attack Helicopter (3 in pack) 50p
Sukhoi Fu7 (Ground attack jet) 15p

BY THE TIME YOU READ THIS THERE WILL BE
OTHERS RELEASED AS WELL. RULES 1950-75
ARMOUR/INFANTRY W.R.G. £1.05

NATO
Infantry Pack
Support Pack

Chieftain

Centurion Mk. 13 lOp with
M48A2 Rotating Turrets
Leopard

Scorpion a
FV432 APC

M113 APC I
M3 i Track
Jagd Panzer Rakote
Marder APC ,

Bell Iroquois Attack Helicopter (3 in pack)
Skyhawk Ground Attack Fighter
Jaguar Ground Attack Fighter

FOR THOSE WHO PREFER AN EARLIER EXCURSION INTO TIME WE HAVE
THE HEROICS ANCIENT RANGE, DESIGNED FOR THE ROMAN CIVIL WARS
AT PRESENT, MORE TO FOLLOW LATER.

mart ROMAN INFANTRY (50 FIGURES)
MARS ROMAN LIGHT INFANTRY (50 FIGURES)
MAR4 ASIATIC INFANTRY (50 FIGURES)

ALL ABOVE 50p FOR PACK

MACW1 50 FEDERAL INFANTRY

MACW2 50 CONFEDERATE INFANTRY

MACWS 50 SKIRMISHERS

MACW4 21 CAVALRY |
MACWS 6 GUNS & CREWS

MBN1 50 BRITISH LINE INFANTRY

MBN2 21 BRITISH DRAGOONS

MBN3 6 GUNS & CREWS

MBN4 50 BRITISH LIGHT INFANTRY

MBN5 50 HIGHLANDERS

MBN6 21 SCOTS GREYS

MFN1 50 FRENCH LINE INFANTRY

MFN2 21 FRENCH LANCERS r

MFN3 6 FRENCH GUNS & CREWS

MFN4 50 FRENCH TIRRAILLEURS

MFN5 50 FRENCH OLD GUARD

MFN6 21 CHASSEURS A CHEVAL

50p
per pack

50p
per pack

TRIREME

Boxed Wargames by Decalset
recreating the tactics and con
ditions employed by the Greeks
and Persians at the time of the
battle of Salamis. For 2 to 4 players

£3.40 post free In U.K.

SEA STRIKE

An ultra modern warfare game.
Surface ships, missile systems, sub
marines, espionage, military bud
gets. All the problems of warfare
1974.

£4.60 post free in U.K.

DECLINE AND FALL

Huns V. Goths v. Vandals
all versus

The Roman Empire
If you haven't already played this
game it's time you did.

£3.50 post free in U.K.

WARGAMES RULES LAND BATTLES
1000 BC to AD 1000 (W.R.G.) 90p
Wars of the Roses Medieval (Decalset) 60p
Early Medieval (Birmingham) 50p
1500-1660 2nd edition (Birmingham) 60p
Napoleonic (L.W.S.) 50p
1750-1850 Warfare (W.R.G.) 50p
American Civil War
(Confederate High Command) 65p

19th Century Warfare (S. L. Warlords) 60p
Colonial Skirmish Rules £1.20

Infantry Action 1925-1975 (W.R.G.) 50p
Armour/Infantry Action 1925-1950 90p
Micro-Warfare-Ground Forces W.W.I I
(Skytrex) 50p

Leicester Micro-Warfare W.W.II 55p
1950-1975 Armour/infantry (W.R.G.) £1.05

NAVAL BATTLES
Greek Naval (W.R.G.) 70p
Greek Naval Warfare (L.W.S.) 50p
Napoleonic Naval (Navwar) 60p
American Civil War Ironclads (Navwar) 40p
World War I Naval (Skytrex) 50p
World War II Naval (Leicester) 55p
Galactic Warfare Rules 50p

HAVE YOU BEEN TO THE SHOP, LOOK FOR THE SIGN

15 WOLLATON STREET, NOTTINGHAM
(Near the Victoria Centre)

THERE ARE MINI FIGS, HINCHLIFFE, GREENWOOD & BALL,
OLD GUARD, FLEETLINE, M. J. MODE, LASSET AND MANY
OTHER MANUFACTURERS, PLUS GAMES BY S&T, WRG,
CONFLICT, GAME SCIENCE AND MANY SECOND-HAND.

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS OF ALL OUR

PRODUCTS SEND A STAMPED SELF-ADDRESSED

ENVELOPE

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

POSTAGE & PACKING 70% UP TO £3, OVER £3 FREE

OVERSEAS RATES: 30% SEA MAIL, 60%, AIR MAIL

SeUTFItX
DEPT. MM9, 28 CHURCH STREET,

WYMESWOLD, LEICESTERSHIRE
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Comet tank breaking out
of Weser Bridgehead.
The PK-72 Comet MK-1 tank shown here was issued to the

nth Armoured Division in December 1944. In March 1945 the Division
moved forward to the Weser Bridgehead on the Rhine. By the end of the
war in Europe they had advanced as far as the Baltic coast at Lubeck.

Note the highly detailed finish of this l-76th scale plastic model kit.
The turret rotates, the gun elevates, even the main hatch opens.
You get easy fitting clip-on tracks too - no heat sealing is necessary!

The Comet comes with a choice of two decals, those of the 2nd Fife
and Forfar Yeomanry, and those of the 1st Royal Tank Regiment. A special
feature is the realistic DIORAMA battle display which adds extra life and
drama to the finished model. V
Although the model comes
two authentic colours, — Thg Comet MK-1 tank
two camouflage paint is one of a whole
plans are supplied. "1vSmhB()N^'
This kit is the military kits - ask
only model of the for them at
Comet MK-1 tank /lA
you can buy. Price 30p*

ended retail price at lime of ueinu to pres.s. "M.Vlk "I liK)\ " is t lie registered 'IVade .Mark of i.esney ! Vediiels iN ('o. I Ad.. London KflolW.



WARGAMERS
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NEWSLETTER
Editor: Donald Featherstone

NOVEMBER 1974

Editorial Office

Donald Peatherstone

69 Hill Lane

Southampton 301 SAD

Hants, U.K.

EDITORIAL

R.W,Worrell, on the "Letters" page, seems, like a few ^ y y y
others in the past, to have completely misconstrued the long
standing aims of the Newsletter and the manner in which it has f
always attempted to influence the atmosphere of the hobby. It /
has always been the purpose of this magazine to propagate and /
further wargaming, to encourage beginners and to stimulate !?
others to experiment and branch-out within the hobby. Over and — P
above that, it is the aim of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER to encourage , ,
and support manufacturers and publishers so that they do not follow current commercial practices of solely
turning out safe and popular lines. The highly personalised nature of our hobby makes it imperative for
there to be available sources of off-beat figures and publications arising from the less popular pages of
military history. None of these aims can be achieved by adopting a policy of bitchiness, by censoriously
criticising the well meaning efforts of manufacturers and publishers. Rather they must be cajoled and to
some extent "flanneled" so that they continue to provide the excellent service to which we have become accus
tomed. This attitude may well arise from remembering only too well those days when there were hardly any
commercial figures available and that one had to make moulds and cast ones own figures or go without. The
trouble with people like Mr. Morrell is that they have it too good today; the multiplicity of items sharpens
the critical minds of those who have never experienced shortages or the non-existence of desired figures and
books.

There are no really bad wargames figures. Obviously, some are better than others but ALL look reasonable
when painted up en masse (which is the desired state for most wargamers who lack time or ability to paint each
individual figure to collectors standards). Every single make of wargames figures haS' its devotees - there
are none that everyone dislikes otherwise they would soon be out of business. It is not the intention of
V/ARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER to completely damn or condemn any commercial figures - rather I have been toying with
the idea of allowing manufacturers to write their own reviews of their figures because obviously they know
more about them than anyone else! Although in wargaming since 1957, I consider that, not being an artist or
a designer, I lack adequate knowledge to condemn a figure on design grounds, nor do I have sufficient know
ledge of all periods of military history to pick out minor errors in dress and equipment, I abhor amatetir
reviewers and I do not intend to join their ranks. Wargaming is all things to all men and few of us agree on
any point or aspect of it, so it is suggested that subscribers read my reviews of figures, etc., and then,
after surveying the product, make up their own minds. Being conscious of the high sense of individuality
possessed by the average wargamer, I doubt if anything I say or write will be agreed upon by a majority at any
time!

I speak on less steady grounds when considering books because as a writer who has had his share of stupid,
misinformed and snide criticisms in reviews of my books, I have great sympathy for authors. When a publisher
sends me a beautiful shiny new book worth:.'.5 anything from three to ten pounds, before it is on sale in the
shops, then he is already halfway in my good books! I do my level best to read them all before reviewing and
major errors or omissions that can be authoritively checked earn an adverse review. Many book reviewers
quickly leaf through the pages of a book, pick out one minor item and then tear the book to pieces on it, to
give the impression that they have read it! I do not intend to join their ranks even if it loses Mr,Morrell
and others like him as subscribers.

Advertisers do not receive preferential treatment when reviewing their products and a glance through the
"Must List" will rapidly detect manufacturers who have never advertised. In faot, if I was to only review
products of advertisers then I certainly would not be able to fill as many pages with the "Must List" as I do.

Concerning Mr,Morrell's disgust because the September issue did not contain ANYTHING that interested him.
Oddly enough, I received the same complaint from Otis Eggthymer of Little Micklepath-on-the-Wold, bitterly
complaining that there had been no articles of late on his favourite Carlist Wars, and another petulani missive
from "Ma jor Jump of The Citadel, Wellington Road, Waterlooville, takes me to task for there being little on the
Peruvian Invasion of Bolivia of I84I. As Mr.Morrell so rightly says, WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER relies on articles
written by its subscribers and if Ancient articles are sent to Slingshot and Pike-and-Hhot.-articles to The
Arquebusier, who can blame them? As Editor, I am only too pleased to receive what is left - and there isn't
much of it! In suggesting that payment is offered for articles, Mr,Morrell again misses the essential complex
ion of this magazine beoause it is completely against the style and type of ithe magazine that payment should be
offered for articles. In the course of my professional life I receive and contribute to professional medical
journals and similar publications concerned with other professions and occupations. All include the most in
formative articles, written after months of research and the writer, without any thought of financial recom
pense, offers the fruits of his labour to others who might be interested or could make valuable use of them.
This is how it should be with WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER - it is a poor outlook if we cannot share the pleasure of
our discoveries and experiences with our fellows unless paid money to do so.

Quite frankly Mr,Morrell I think you are in the wrong hobby. If you were a REAL wargamer then every
single line of the Newsletter's contents would interest you, even the adverts!

BON FEATHERSTONE.



THE SHANDEAN WARGAME

J. E. Bennett

H.G.Weils would probably be surprised to learn that his slim
volume "Little Wars" has achieved status as the Old Testament of
wargaming. In its opening chapter he tells of a far earlier
attempt to immortalise a wargame in literature. "There was a
Someone", he writes, "Who fought Little Wars in the days of
Queen Anne; a garden Napoleon. His game was inaccurately ob
served and insufficiently recorded by Laurence Sterne".

H.G. was referring to Sternes 18th century classic "Tristram
Shandy", a work that was among other things rambling and obscure,
and which together with its author's puckish humour and compul
sion to' record every detail, makes heavy reading at times. This
should not deter anyone from keeping it by his bedside however,
for one of its major characters; Uncle Toby, is just about the
finest pen portrait of the eternal wargamer in English litera
ture.

Kreigsspeil was no more than a gleam in an unknown
Prussian's monocle when the book was begun in 1759, but as Sternes father had served as a lieutenant in
Marlborough's army, and Sterne himself often accompanied him on his later travels, the writer may well have
drawn the characters of Uncle Toby and his faithful servant Corporal Trim from a nucleus of real life
eccentrics among his earlier acquaintances.

Captain Toby's fetish was siegecraft. This was hardly surprising since at the siege of Namur in I695 he
had suffered a grievous wound in the groin; ("In one of the traverses about thirty toises from the returning
angle of the trench opposite to the salient angle of the demi-bastions of St Roch"). During his four year
convalescence he hit upon the idea of pasting a map of the Namur fortifications on to a board so that with
macabre attention to detail he could pin-point the precise location on which he was standing when hit. This,
Sterne comments, was the first symptom of his new 'Hobby-Horse'.

The next step, which may have a ring of familiarity, was a frenetic study of all things martial. Captain
Toby read all the military classics from fortifications, through strategy and tactics, luitil he reached the
contemporary ultimate - ballistics.

At this point Corporal Trim enters with a suggestion that led to the sudden and miraculous recoveiyof the
captains unmentionable wound. Marlborough had recently begun his new campaign in Flanders, and Trim's idea
was to obtain plans of each successive town besieged and scale it down to the size of the bowling green ad
joining Toby's country house. . There in seclusion they would simulate the Allied approaches at leisure in
accordance with the daily newspaper reports received from the Continent. Every wargamer who has encountered
a fresh range of figurines, or set of rules will recognise the delight with which Uncle Toby received this
idea.

Throughout the first year of the campaign the two warriors contentedly hacked their way through their
miniaturised earthworks. "There could not have been a greater sight in the world, than on a post morning, in
which a practicable breach had been made by the Duke of Marlborough in the main body of the place - to have...
...observed the spirit with which my Uncle Toby, with Trim behind him, sallied forth; the one with the
"Gazette" in his hand - the other with a spade on his shoulder to execute the contents".

Captain Toby's siegecraft was exact. He, "stood over the corporal, reading the paragraph ten times over
to him, as he was at work, peradventure, he should make the breach an inch too wide - or leave it an inch too
narrow".

In the second year of the campaign, when Uncle Toby took Leige and Ruremonde, he, "thought he might
afford the expense of four handsome draw-bridges", together with a sentry box "in case of rain". Sophistica
tion brings its problems however; one moonlit night, while Trim was 'showing the fortifications' to his girl
friend Bridget, one of the new drawbridges was mysteriously broken. "Believe me", commented Tristrams
father, who unlike Toby was not fooled by Trims doubtful excuse; "No bridge, or bastion, or sallying point
that ever was constructed in this world, can hold out against such artillery".

Trim's ingenuity was responsible for another minor catastrophe; the demise of Tristram's father's boots;
heirlooms worn by an ancestor in the battle of Marston Moor. Thinking that they would be useful as a pair of
mortars to be employed in the siege of Messina, Trim cut off their tops and bored touch holes in them with a
red hot poker. Only the good natures of all concerned prevented a serious family rift.

In the third year, when Amberg, Bonn, Rhinburg, Huy and Limbourg were taken. Corporal Trim felt it was
high time a model town was incorporated within the interior polygon to serve for the increasing number of
towns that were falling to the allies. Toby agreed, suggesting the refinement of individual houses that
qould be liooked on or off to form a more exact plan of whichever town they were concerned with. That next
summer their town served as Landen; Tsarbach; St.Tenant; Drusen; Hagenau; Ostend; Menin; Aeth and Dender-
mond in rapid succesion.

The fourth year saw the introduction of a hitherto missing ingredient - a church. Trim's idea of hang
ing miniature bells within the steeple was rejected by Toby who felt that any spare metal would be better
employed cast into cannon. They were in fact amassing a considerable armoury. Pewter shaving mugs, monetary
crowns and leaden gutters were commissioned as raw material for guns. Trim even climbed illegally on the
roof of the village church for "spare ends". Leaden weights from the nursery window supplied two further

pieces of redoubt, while the useless sash pullies formed the carriage wheels. A showpiece of half a dozen



giins was planted three either side of the sentry box, "leading the way," as Toby remarked drool-

mo + ̂  ^ ^ larger train of half inch bore gnns". One can see here a further stage in the develop-
hobby-L^ioaraffairs"^^^"^ ̂  collection of infinite size must, as Sterne reasonsi "always be the case in

When in the fifth year the rood and a half of land became too small for their purpose, they were forced
to run their first parallel, ("which being correctly at least three hundred toises from the fortress"), along
the kitchen garden between two rows of cabbages and cauliflowers. Unhappily their main assault was fore
stalled by a cow, which broke into the bowling green and ate two and a half rations of dried grass, plus the

martifl aL sLt"™""^*^ covered way. Trim had to be restrained from having the animal tried by court
That year, with Lisle besieged, and Ghent and Bruges falling into Allied hands. Captain Toby began to

feel a nagpng desire to feed his cannon with live ammunition. It was just as well that his great artillery
would not bear powder, for as Sterne says, so heated was Toby's imagination with the newspaper accounts of
the incessant fire kept up by the besiegers, that he would have "shot away all his estate".

Here once apin Trim rises to the occasion by charging his six sentry box cannon to the brim with
^  leather tubing attached to a couple of tobacco pipes, made it possible to play

+5 batteries at the same time against the counter guard which faced the counterscarp wherethe attack was to be made that morning". Toby, newly arrived and spotting Trim had pressed, seized the
other pipe and the rest of that day passed in a silent contented barrage of tobacco smoke.

It would have been heartwarming if Sterne had felt able to leave them thus in the knowledge that their
wargame had achieved perfection. Perhaps in these days of enlightenment, some may feel that Captain Toby's
rule sptem IS a little unrefined, even when placed beside Wells' Spring Breech Loader Gun, but as H.G.
himself wrote: "Uncle Toby and Corporal Trim were playing Little Wars on a scale and with an elaboration
exceeding evp the richness and beauty of the contemporary game". Even Tristraaa sardonic father was moved
to comment that if anyone other than his brother Toby had done such a thing it would have been looked on by
the world as one of the most refined satires on the way in which Louis XIV had conducted his war.

Sterne then having made his point and hammered it gently home, rounds it off by giving Uncle Toby two
sound papns why he should abandon his great wargame after five years. The signing of the Treaty of
Utrpht which saw the cessation of operations on the Continent, inevitably had similar repercussions on the
°"i also. (Until then only temporary setbacks had occurred when a west wind delayed the Flandersmail;. Ihe second reason was Toby's infatuation with the widow Wadman who - even discounting the not en-
prely explained nature of Captain Toby's wound - disarmed him entirely. "The trumpet of War", writes
Sterne, "Pell out of his hands"!

We are left with Toby's epitaph, surely the finest that any wargamer could wish for: "Peace and comfort
pst for eprmore upon thy head! - Thou enviedst no man's comforts - insultedst no man's opinions - Thou
packenpst no pps character - devouresf: no man's bread; gently, with faithful Trim behind thee, didst
thou amble round the little circle of thy pleasures, jostling no creature in thy way:- for each one's
sorpwp thou hpst a tear, - for each man's need, thou hadst a shilling; thy fortifications, my dear
Uncle Toby, shall never be demolished." , j

THE DECISIONS OF HISTORY - "THE BATTLE OF CHAWCELLORSVILLE"

by Frank Venables

This short study of Chancellorsville is one of a series of "phased historical case studies in problem
solving and decision making" which concentrate on various "turning points" in diplomatic and military history.
Although most of the topics covered seem rather peripheral to wargaming they do provide useful background
information while the emphasis on the reader considering and making the decisions for himself is after all
what wargames are really about.

Although only claiming to be a "non-specialist" study, the one devoted to Chancellorsville succeeds, by
careful selecting the relevant information, in showing how the opposing generals came to make the decisions
they did and how the battle developed accordingly. The only time the method breaks down is when Hooker's
reaction to the destruction of his left flank is dismissed in half dozen lines, jtstifiably since he does
not seem to have actually come to any decision, though the moral that events tend tp occur in the absence of
decisions is not explicitly drawn.

For the expert the essay is obviously too elementary but it has not been designed with him in mind. As
an introduction to the period, as an incentive to read more about it and as an insight into a different way
of looking at past events both it and the series are to be welcomed, especially as a bibliography is given
of the more salient books on the subject.

Obtainable at 65p from Academic and Business Monographs Ltd., 6 Broderick Road, London S.W.17.

(Reviewed by Richard Brooks)



Firing over one's own troops, whether from or against a
higher position, is something which is always awkward to define
in a rule. Here is one that seems to give suitable flexibility.

"Troops may fire ball/shell or small arms over their own
troops at a lower level against a target at the same level as ^
their own troops if the range to their own front rank is less MSKS^ ^
than 5 times the distance between it and the target. Troops may ' " 1
fire over their own troops at the same level as themselves a- l|r
gainst a target at a higher level if the range to their own rear
is more than ̂  of the distance between it and the target." , ''

game where a battery

When howitzers fire separately the could be ^^BIIillilllilHIIIIIIIIIHHIIi||Hlli[||||||HBIIIII^^9
to 4 and reduced to A similar rule could be used for firing over woods and houses. Because of the higher
nature of the obstacle the factors should probably be 2 and -g.

ooOoo

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH by Ian Monk of 4B Mitchley Avenue. Purley. Surrey. CR2 IBH.

What were the uniforms of the Portuguese Legion made up of half-Africans in the French service? I know
that it consisted of three infantry and one Chasseur-a-Cheval Regiments, but were there any artillery? I
would be very grateful if anyone could supply the answers.

ooOoo

HIKT OF THE MONTH:

Defended houses and entrenchments can be given a points value equal to the number of troops that are de
fending them (a house with 10 men inside will be worth 10 points, diminishing as casualties occur to the men
within). When a house is attacked its points value is added to the melee value of the troops concerned.

:OMMANDERS - Plus or Minus 1 on Dice Throws!

ooOoo

SUPERSTAR

General; Leaps tall buildings with a single bound. Is more powerful than a steam engine, is faster than
a speeding bullet. Gives policy to GOD.

Colonel; Leaps short buildings with a single bound. Is more powerful than a shunting engine. Is just
as fast as a speeding bullet. Walks on water, if the sea is calm. Talks with GOD.

Lt. Colonel; Leaps short buildings with a running start in favourable winds. Is almost as powerful as a
speeding bullet. Walks on water in indoor swimming pools. Talks with GOD if special requst is approved.

Mgjor; Barely clears a nissen hut. Loses tug-of-war with a steam engine. Can fire a speeding bullet,
and swims well. Is occasionally addressed by GOD.

Captain; Makes high marks when trying to leap tall buildings. Is run over by trains. Can sometimes
handle a gun without inflicting self injury. Dog paddles, talks to animals.

Lieutenant; Runs into tall buildings. Recognises trains two out of three times. Is not issued with
ammunition. Can stay afloat if properly instructed in the use of a life jacket. Talks to walls.

2nd Lieutenant; Falls over doorsteps while trying to enter buildings. Says "Look at Choo Choo". Is
NEVER issued with a gun or ammunition. Plays in mud puddles. Mumbles to himself.

Sgt. Major; Lifts tall buildings and walks under them. Kicks steam-engines off the track. Catches
speeding bullets in his teeth and eats them. Freezes water with a single glance..... HE IS GOD!

From magazine of lot F.fyal-Tank Regiment.

ooOoo—-

"Thrice is he armed that has his quarrel just.
But four times he that.gets his blow in fust."

H.W.Shaw. ("Josh Billings")



THE BRITISH ARMY IN EGYPT 1801

Haythornthwaite

As a supplement to Mr. Gilbert's articles in Newsletters
No. 149 and 150, readers contemplating the assembly of a wargames<
army of this period might be interested in the details given I
below. While, as Mr. Gilbert says, the cut and design of these |
uniforms is readily available in ntunerous reference works, there j
were a nxunber of regimental distinctions which are not generally
known, but would add colour and individuality to a model army.

!
Head-dress; |

j

Although the "stovepipe" shako was a regulation wear as j
stated by Mr. Gilbert, many units wore a variety of "round hat" ;
(similar in shape to those of the Royal Marines), with tall or J
low crowns 5 some officers favoured civilian beaver or straw hats |
with sombrero-type brim to act as protection against the sun. '
Pur grenadier caps, "round hats" with fur crests, and narrow-
brimmed hats closely resembling seamen's head-dress were also I
popular. All types of Jiead-dress, including cooked hats, were
frequently worn with a "havelock"-style neck-curtain.

Regimental distinctions;

The following notes list regimental facing colours, officers' lace, and any iinusual features of uniform
used by the British regiments serving in the campaign.

2nd and 5rd Guards

1st Foot

2nd Foot

8th Foot

10th Foot

15th Foot

18th Foot

19th Foot

20th Foot

25rd Foot

24th Foot

25th Foot

26tb Foot

27th Foot

28th Foot

50th Foot

56th Foot

40th Foot

42nd Foot

44th Foot

50th Foot

54th Foot

58th Foot

6lst Foot

79th Foot

60th Foot

86th Foot

88th Foot

89th Foot

90th Foot

?2nd Foot

16th Foot

Fa cings blue, lace gold.
Facings blue, lace gold.
Facings blue, lace silver. In 1803 the Light Company were wearing unofficial
"leather caps".
Facings blue, gold lace.
Facings yellow, silver lace.
Facings yellow, silver lace. Until forbidden in 1801 (May) officers wore mous
taches to give the appearance of "affected singularity".

Facings blue, gold lace.
Facings green, gold lace.
Facings - yellow, silvejf lace.
Facings blue, gold lace. Officially wore fur fusilier caps, though in 1798 were
wearing "helmets", apparently of "Tarleton" (light dragoon) pattern.

Facings green, lace silver.
Pacings yellow, gold lace. In 1805 the pioneers and drummers were wearing fur
caps.

Facings yellow, silver lace. No grenadier caps in 1802,
Facings buff, gold lace. Buff breeches.
Pacings yellow, silver lace. The Grenadier company and possibly others had
captured French knapsacks.

Facings light yellow, silver lace.
Facings green, gold lace. Prior to the Egyptian campaign the Light Company wore
fur-crested "round hats" with green plumes, the remainder having cocked hats.
Facings buff, gold lace. Buff breeches.
Facings blue, gold lace. Conventional "Highland" uniform with kilts of "Govern
ment" tartan.

Facings yellow, silver lace.
Facings black, silver lace.
Facings green, silver lace.
Facings black, gold lace. A wateroolour of February 1802 shows dark blue breeches
in use.

Facings dark buff, silver lace.' Dark buff breeches. Watercolours executed in
Egypt show a variety of "round hats" used by all except the Grenadiers; they are
shown in fur caps with brass front-plates, the caps being flat-topped and exactly
resembling a peakless "stovepipe" shako in shape.
Facings dark green, gold lace, "Highland" uniform, kilts of Cameron of Erracht
tartan.

Facings yellow, gold lace. Apparently all companies wore white plumes, not just
the Grenadiers,

Pacings yellow, silver lace.
Pacings yellow, silver lace.
Pacings black, gold lace.
Dressed and equipped as light infantry; facings pale buff, gold lace. Grey :
breeches; "Tarleton" helmets worn by all ranks, these having green plumes and
turbans.

Facings yellow, silver lace, "Highland" uniform with kilts of Gordon tartan,
though on previous Mediterranean service in the 1790's had worn white trousers or
tartan trews, "round hats", leather caps or featherless bonnets.

Facings buff, silver lace.



CAVALRY;

8th Light Dragoons - Uniforms of regulation cut, but of grey/blue-grey tropical material, with red facings
and silvar lace. Tarleton helmets with red turbans worn up to 1800; thereafter "tin" helmets with iron
skulls and black-painted peaks, brass crests with long red horse-hair mane, and black turbans.

11th Light Dragoons - Conventional light dragoon uniform, with buff (actually pale cream) facings and helmet-
turbans, blue jackets, silver lace and buff breeches.

12th -Light Dragoons - Blue light dragoon uniforms, buff facings and helmet-turbans, silver lace, white
breeches.

26th Light Dragoons - Light dragoon uniform, officially blue with blue facings and silver lace; but a water-
colour of c. 1800 shows Prench-grey jackets with scarlet facings, grey breeches piped white, and a "stove
pipe" shako. Sabretaches covered with leopardskin.

"FOREIGN CORPS" - ̂ he uniforms of the several "Emigrant" and mercenary regiments which served with the
British army are listed below:

Be Roll's Regiment - Standard infantry uniform, light blue facings, silver lace. "Round hats" with
bearskin crests and red turbans worn by all except Grenadiers, who had fur caps with white plumes. The re
mainder wore red-tipped white feathers; officers wore "round hats" without crest and turban, or wide-brimmed
"sombrero"-type hats with plumes at left-hand side.

De Watteville's Regiment - Infantry uniform; black facings, silver lace.

Dillon's Regiment - Infantry uniform; golden-yellow facings. Blue overalls worn with black light
infantry gaiters.

Chasseurs Britannigues - Wore Russian uniforms of green with yellow collars; Russian accoutrements.

Hompesch's Chasseurs a Cheval - Red "stovepipe" shako with brass front-plate, black turban and white-
over-red plume. Dark green jackets with red facings and ha If-plastron; red breeches; gold lace. Some
sources show black shakos with red turbans and white-over-black plumes, and bright blue breeches. Shabraques
were dark green with red "vandycked" edges.

Lbwenstein's Chasseurs - Black or grey "round hats", with wide brims fastened up on one side, edged with
green lace; green or white plumes. Light blue jackets with green facings and half-lapels, light blue
breeches with green piping.

Corsican Rangers - "Stovepipe" shakos with green plume, "round hats", or black cocked hats with white
plumes; green coats with black facings, white breeches with black gaiters. Black leather equipment.

Minorca Regiment - (Became Queen's Own Germans in 1801). Infantry uniform, yellow facings.

INDIAN ARMY UNITS

Artillery: The Indian artillery corps (Bengal Horse Artillery, Bengal, Madras and Bombay Foot Artillery)
wore uniforms of the same colouring as those of the British artillery, i.e. blue faced red with gold lace;
natives wore their own version of peakless, bell-topped shako, whilst Europeans generally wore "round hats".

Engineers: Generally uniformed in a similar manner to the Royal Engineers. Engineers of all three
Presidencies were present in Egypt.

Infantry: Natives wore the dark blue sepoy shako, with red jackets and short white trousers. The 1st
and 2nd Bombay Native Infantry regiments served in Egypt; their facings were yellow. Also present was a
battalion of volunteers from the Bengal Native Infantry.

OTHERS:

The Ancient Irish Fencibles also served in Egypt, being one of the few Fencible corps employed outside
the British Isles; they were uniformed as a line regiment.

SOURCES:

Most of the above information comes from contemporary paintings, written accounts of the campaign, dress
regulations and Inspection Returns. For more intricate details, W.Y.Carman's "Indian Army Uniforms" and
C.P.P.Lawson's "History of the Uniforms of the British Army" are the best references.

"I am trying to get John Edson, the Western Writer, when he is a little less busy, to write me a scenario
for a Western Gun Fight, based on his "Dusty Fog" tales, which Steve Curtis and his pals might wargame. John
is very busy at the moment, but I will keep on working at him.

Did I mention "Weapons and Tactics" a Pelican paperback? The late Tom Winteringham wrote the first part
shortly before his death in 1943 (there is a proof insertion on the beginning of the siege of Stalingrad);
the second part has brought it up to date, written by Bashford-Snell. (a footnote says the book was in type
before the "Yom Kipper" War - Bashford-Snell might have amended his views since the success of the Egvntian
Tank Battles)."

Bill Thurbon of Cambridge.



THE RAPIER

** ■

The supersonic Rapier is
one of the world's most ad
vanced low-level anti-aircraft
missile systems. Self-
contained, it is ahle to des
troy fast, low-flying, man
oeuvring aircraft, as well as
helicopters and remotely-
piloted vehicles.

The missile is simple,
light-weight, supersonic and
direct-hitting. Prom launch,
it is automatically commanded
to follow the operator's line
of sight to the target.

The highly mobile Rapier
fire unit is carried in two
long wheel-base Land Rovers
and trailers. While a com
plete crew numbers six men,
the system can be deployed
for a limited period by three
men. Once in the operational
area. Rapier can be brought
into action in a few minutes,
and can be operated by one
man, although for tactical
contrcl a second man is used.

"  out only ' tracks ' the target. A
missile can be fired and +hpi "iu'doo t ..i. computer signals when a

'h, Iritlsh r°' ""-g " ePPlPPeS ""b this new, MsM, i.thal weapon, davelop.i by



GREENWOOD"
l<^BALL iTD 61WESTBURY STREET,

THORNABY-ON-TEES, TEESSIDE
Garrison
This new range introduced into the
Garrison lists, has wire spears to
give more scope to animations and
greater scale detail, this is the result
of many requests by our valued

clients throughout the world.
Normans
HN1 Knight with kite shield and

spear over arm.

HN2 Knight with kite shield and
spear under arm.

HN3 Mailed archer.
HN4 Unarmoured archer.
HNS Crossbowman.
HNS Italian mercenary with round

shield and spear.
HN7 Italian mercenary with kite

shield and spear.
HNC1 Knight with spear, at rest.
HNC2 Knight with spear over arm.
HNC3 Knight with spear, couched.
HNC4 Knight with spear, banner.
Saxon
HS1 Huscarl with Dragon

standard.
HS2 Huscarl with spear and round

shield, attacking.
HS3 Huscarl with sword and

round shield, attacking.
HS4 Huscarl with 2 handed Danish

axe, attacking.
HS4A Huscarl with 2 handed Danish

axe and slung shield.
HS5 Huscarl with spear, kite

shield and javelins.
HS6 Select Fyrdman, mail shirt,

round shield and spear.
HS7 Fyrdman with round shield

and spear.
HS8 Fyrdman with kite shield, and

club, attacking.
HS9 Fyrdman with 2 handed

Danish axe.

HS10 Fyrdman with throwing axe.
HS11 Archer.

NEW ADDITIONS

Carthage
C12 Gaul mercenary unarmoured.
C15 Gaul unarmoured, attacking,

with sword.

Persia

PEC2 Cavalry standard bearer.

SEVEN YEARS WAR

Prussia
7PC5 Dragoon Officer.
7PC6 Dragoon.
7PC7 Dragoon drummer.
7PC8 Dragoon standard bearer.
7PI Officer.
7P2 Drummer.
7P5 Musketeer on guard.
7P6 NCO with halberd.
7P9 NCO with halberd.
7P10 Fusilier attacking, marching.
7P11 Fusilier on guard.
7P12 NCO with halberd.
7P13 Fusilier drummer.

7P14 Fusilier standard bearer.
7P37 Fusilier high port.
7P39 Grenadier Drummer.

Hungarian Infantry
7A10 Musketeer on guard.
7A11 Musketeer attacking, marching.

France
7F4 Fusilier on guard.
7F18 NCO with halberd.

Due to a great many requests the
following, already popular items have
been modified with wire spears,
both the original and modified

versions are currently available.

CATALOGUE 40p plus 5p postage

Reg. Office:

2 Imperial Drive, North Harrow, Middlesex

Greece
WG3 Hoplite with Corinthian

helmet, in reserve.
WG4 Hoplite, with Corinthian

helmet, attacking.
WG6 Peltast, unarmoured with

Hoplite shield, spear, wearing
attic helmet, attacking.

WG10 Spartan hoplite, with cloak
and crested pilos helmet, in
reserve.

WG11 Spartan hoplite, with cloak
and crested pilos helmet,
attacking.

WG12Theban hoplite, with attic
helmet, attacking.

WG13 Peltast, with shield, javelin
and thracian helmet.

WG14Theban hoplite, with attic
helmet, standing in reserve.

Persia
WPE3 Immortal attacking.
WPE5 Immortal in reserve.
WPE7 Infantryman unarmoured,

with spear and shield, bow
cased, in reserve.

WPE8 Infantryman unarmoured,
with shield and javelin.

WPE10 Infantryman armoured, with
spear and shield, attacking.

WPE12 Phrygian armoured, with
crested helm, and spear in
reserve.

LASSET NEW ADDITIONS

Medieval Knights
L2060 Henry V.
L2061 Knight, full plate armour.
L2062 Knight, helm with throat

protection, Crecy period.
L2063 Knight wearing basinet, Crecy

period.
L2064 Knight full armour, Crecy

period.

Landsknechts 1500-1530
L3050 Standing casual with halberd.
13051 Fighting with double-handed

sword, soft hat with two
plumes.

L3052 Fighting with double-handed
sword.

Distribttted in U.S.A.by

Coulter-Beimett Ltd.
12191 Hamlln St* Nttlli Hollynel, CalKornli 91909
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SANGUINUS MOHS

R. Bath (Hilton. South Africa) ■ MlT|

This was a very interesting and instructive game fought 1
between a combined Graeco-Roman force commanded by Tribune 1
Dextrus Marcus Vie (ME), one subordinate commander and a Greek 1
who claimed to be Aeneas' ghost. The Graeco-African army was 1
commanded by three dastardly dogs. ■

Forces; 25mm Mini-figs and Airfix. ■ J
1 Infantry figure = 10 men; 1 cavalry figure = 15 men. . ■ ■ V flBlH

Blood Legion Hastati - 25 figures; Blood Legion Princeps -
20 figures; Blood Legion Triarius - 20 figures; Blood Legion
Medium Archers - 15 figures; Blood Legion Light Slingers - 15 figures; Blood legion Velites
Theban Hoplites - 20 figures; Macedonian Hoplites - 20 figures = 155 figures - 1,550 men,

Graeoo-African:

- 20 figures;

Purple Cataphraoti - 10 figures; Orange Cataphraoti - 10 figures; Green African Heavy Cavalry - 10
figures; Red African Heavy Cavalry - 10 figures; Yellow African Heavy Cavalry - 10 figures; Balearic Slingers
- 15 figures; Thracian Lights - 20 figures; Greek Hypaspists- 20 figures; African Light Archers - 15 figures
= 120 figures = 1,456 men.
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Situa tion;

Morning finds the Graeco-Homan (we shall call it Homan) force firmly in position on top of an easily
dependable hill. Their flanks were covered by almost impenetrable wood, their rear by an unorossable river
with the exception of a ford (which takes 1 period to cross). The formation was a compact one with the
front line troops firmly packed together between the forests and the hill. It should have been an im
pregnable position.

The Romans occupied the centre in this order: Triarius, Princeps, Hfistati and the flanks of the Romans
held by Greek Hoplites. To take and inflict casualties, slingers covered the front. On either side of the
centre were units of archers. In case of an attack round the flanks there were units of Velites.

T')e plan was therefore to fight a frontal battle rotating the Roman maniples (getting +1 factor). They
were also uphill (+1 factor). The Velites covered the flanks, so that if any cavalry should try to get
through the forest, they would be badly mauled by the swift light-infantry. As only 1 unit of cavalry
could fight and 2 lines of infantry, after 2 rounds the Romans should have a distinct advantage. An ad
mirable plan that should have worked. But the Africans made use of a simple 8trat«gem that anyone but a
wine-befuddled Roman tribune could see. Using his superiority in missile fire he speedily destroyed my
puny 2 missile walls. Now my men were without missle cover and horribly vulnerable.

The Africans moved into skirmishing range (Roman pila 6", African spears 9"). It was impossible to
break formation as the 2 cataphracts and 1 African Heavy Cavalry units were within charge range. They would
exploit any gap in the Roman "armour". It was impossible to move the Velites to the front to equalise the
missile storm (Velites have 9" range), as 2 Heavy CgValry units hovered, waiting to wreak havoc in my rear,
when they got through the forest.



I felt the same sort of despair that the British must have felt at Hastings, i.e. being hard hit by-
missiles and unable to reply or break ranks.

There was one thing left to do, apart from committing Hari Kari and that was to set my aquiline, hooked,
Roman nose towards greener pastures, I decided on the latter and slowly began retreating. It was at this
point that the Roman C-in-C (ME) showed a yellow streak and in his desperate feverish attempt to cross the
ford was speedily transported downstream. He finally grounded in Prance where he is now alive and well and
living in Paris, under a false name. A wise precaution lest any of his former troops should look him up.
It was now that the Romans grounded their arms with a philosophical "Alea Jacta Est".

The undersigned are now in the dominion of Pluto -

Romans: 15 Slingers, 15 Archers, 5 Triarius.
Africans: 10 Thracians, 5 Balearics, 2 Cataphracti.

Conclusion:

The battle was lost through the belief the Romans had in their formation and position. Also the African
use of the vastly superior missile fire. Some blame must be attributed to the lack of foresight of the
Roman C-in-C plus the vast quantities of wine consumed the night before.

Moral:

Do not take up a good defendable position with a preponderance of Heavy Infantry, when against a cunning
general with a mixed force of Light Infantry and Heavy Cavalry. You are invariably doomed to lose miserably
as I did. DON'T PLAY ROMAN AGAINST TOO MUCH HEAVY CAVALRY.

All in all it was an enjoyable game, except for the fact that I lost, and I hope it has been as enjoyable
reading.

THE ENGLISH CIVIL WAR - 1642-1651

When King and Parliament clashed head on in 1642^the want of trained soldiers did not prevent the oppos
ing sides from rushing violently at each other to seek a decision.

In August 1642 the Army of the Parliament was about 25,000 strong. There were 75 troops of horse, each
60 strong. The five regiments of dragoons had 100 in each troop, and 1,000 was the strength of each of the
20 regiments of infantry, with 10 Companys per regiment, whilst 50 brass guns and a few mortars or "murther-
ers" formed the train of artillery.

The Earl of Essex wore a buff-coloured scarf, which gave origin to the colours of the Parliamentarians.
Royalist officers wore red scarves, whilst those serving the Parliament affected buff or deep yellow. Uni
forms, so-called, existed but only in name. Buff coats wire used by both parties, but red, orange, grey,
purple, and blue regiments, with flags of the same colours, were to be seen, whilst John Hampden commanded a
regiment of "Greencoats". Red coats became universal in I645 but often it happened that both parties wore
the same colour. The King had a red regiment, held to be "the Invicible Regiment," consisting of 1,200 men.
Among the Parliamentarians they had also a regiment of red coats (Vicars "Parliamentary Chronicle," Part IV.
200). The Marquis of Newcastle had a regiment composed of Northumberland men, called from their dress "White
Coats." These veterans behaved with the utmost gallantry, and though deserted at Marston Moor by all their
friends, they formed a ring to oppose Cromwell, and the White Coats fell in their ranks without the flight
of one man. Whether from the colour of their coats or their desperate courage, they also obtained the title
of "Newcastle's Lambs".

The best discipline seems to have been maintained by the London Trained Bands, who were 18,000 strong,
and each of their regiments had the City Arms in the dexter canton of its flag, '^he Parliamentarian artillery
had no distinctive uniform, and the cavalry, being cuirassiers, required none. At Naseby the Cavaliers
attacked one another, having no special distinguishing badges. In each troop of cavalry, or company of
infantry, there was a subaltern officer, who, from the ensign which he carried was styled a "cornet.

In a conflict that was waged by determined minorities on both sides, infantry remained the most neglected
arm of the war from start to finish, being poorly paid and trained as compared to the cavalry with the entire
course of the war being shaped according to their -vulnerability to cavalry flank attacks. Both armies were
encumbered with artillery pieces far too heavy to manoeu-vre and guns played little decisive part except in
sieges. There was a painful lack of generalship on the Royalist side with only the dashing tactics of Prince
Rupert showing much merit. After two years the amateurish qualities of both armies was still evident and the
war took the form of many separate little struggles going on in different counties of England. At such
battles as Marston Moor both sides showed such a lack of tactical direction that they faced each other for
hours without either daring to seize the initiative xmtil the battle began more by accident than design and
was eventually won by Parliament, largely through the cavalry of Oli-er Cromwell. Each troop of Parliamen
tarian horse was to consist of 60 men, but the numbers were never full. There was a troop of 100 cuirassiers
as a bodyguard for the Earl of Essex, and much use was made of dragoons on both sides. They were mounted
infantry and were armed with mwords and muskets or firelocks.

Emerging as the outstanding leader of the war, Cromwell won another victory at Naseby which virtually
ended the first Civil War. Cromwell's New Model Army was a professional standing army which has had few
equals in history when a limited conscription raised a well disciplined and regularly paid force of over
20,000 cavalry. Dragoons and infantry. With the war ended in England, Montrose led a small and ill-armed army
in Scotland with an initial cavalry force of 4 men and with only a single round of ammunition available per
man for a few matchlocks of his force. In a series of small encounters Montrose's force repeatedly defeated
far larger numbers of Covenantors with Montrose displaying a unique talent for handling a small army in a
minor battle.
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to Wargamer's Newsletter, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton, SOl 5AD. All these publications can also be purchased
at the TRADITION shop in London,

VJARGAMES - The original text book of wargaming. £2,20p, (pf6.50).
HAVAL WARGAMES - Sea battles with model ships. £2.45p» (^7«00).
AIR WARGAMES - Battles with model aircraft. £1.65p. (S^5«00).
ADVAHCED WARGAMES - £2.45p. (f^l.OO).
WARGAME CAMPAIGNS - £2.45p> (^7.00). (Reprinting October 1974 when it will cost £2,85p (j{0.5O)).
WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - 5000 BC to 1500 AD - £3.00p. (S<9.00).
WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES Vol.II - 1420-1785 - £5.20p. (^9.50).
BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £5.10p. (^9.00).
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HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COL^CTORS - An essential reference book. 90p. (S^5.00).
MILITARY MODELLING - £2.15p. (^6.25).
TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - THE WESTERN DESERT CAMPAIGN. £3.00p. (^8.50).
POITIERS 1356 - (Knights "Battles for Wargamers" series). £1.15p. (j(3.50).
AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET! - The 1st Sikh War 1845-6. £1.65p. (^5.00).
MACDONALD OF THE 42nd - The story of a Highlander of the Black Watch. £3.35p. (Jf9«50).
COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837-1901. With descriptive text and 79 maps. £4.25p. (jfl3.00).
GAPTAIH CAREY'S BLUNDER. Set during the Zulu War of 1879. £3.75p. (^11.OO).
OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS. 1895-1918 by L.Richards. £1.65p. (j(5.00).

Series of Handbooks dealing with wargamingt

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (1000 BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.
3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in America) by Tony Bath.
4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.
5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.
6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial Wars against Natives) by Donald Featherstone.
7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules for early tanks, armoured

cars, etc.,) by Donald Featherstone.
8. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.
9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War by Donald Featherstone.

25p each (75o) or the set of 9 for £2.00p (j(6.00) including postage.

WARGAMES TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct reallatio battlefields. 55p (^2.00).



THE SKIRMISH LINE

THE FIGHT AT JOHNSON'S CROSSING

(Part 2)

by Ian Colwil I

Lieutenant Hopkins split his men into three sections of ten. He
commanded A section, a col our-sergeant commanded B section and
a sergeant commanded C section. With the meal ie bags he built an
outer perimeter wal l waist height, as shown on the map and con
structed an inner redoubt which was breast high.

Sections A and B took the south perimeter wal l and C section took
the north and east, including three men in positions on the roof.
Each section included one or two novices and two or three veterans,

the rest were averages.
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ZULUS - ̂  ̂
In all there were one hundred Zulus divided (rather unhistorical ly) into groups of ten.
Groups 1 and 2 were al l novices, groups 3 to 6 were averages and groups 7 to 10 were veterans.
The Zulu player deployed his men and issued orders after the British player had completed his
dispositions. The Zulu positions are shown on the map. Groups 1 and 2 were to lead the
assault backed up by 3 and 4. Groups 5 and 6 would assault at the same time but groups 7
and 8 would hide in the drift until signalled by the commander who led groups 9 and 10.
Groups 1 and 2 set off at a rush.

Lieutenant Hopkins now had to issue rapid orders. He could see the Zulu groups 1,2,3,4,5,6
and 9 and 10. He did not know what more there were. He took a risk and ordered C section
over to the southern perimeter wal l. Al l sections were ordered to retire back on the central
redoubt when the order was given.

Groups 5 and 6 went over the hedge into the field. Groups 1,2,3 and 4 disappeared into the
drift only to re-emerge soon after. Group 1 took the brunt of the first British volley. It's
group leader was hit and the umpire (me) deemed it should react. Group 2 surged through
and moved on while the British frantically reloaded. It takes three phases and in that time
the Zulus moved fifteen yards (cms) closer. They were almost at the wal l when the second
volley was fired. It was group 2's turn to react; the remnants of group 1 came on. Group 3



.  and 4 continued undamaged and group 5 and 6 came on through the field.

S  The four men at the gate to the field fired and downed two Zulus, but the two
UV groups were undaunted.

The leader gave group 7 and 8 the signal to advance and they decided to move
around the west of the field. Groups 9 and 10 advanced down the hill. Group 1

®  ̂ » reached the wal l and group 5 assaulted the gate. Lieutenant Hopkins ordered
the retirement and most of sections A and B fel l back, reloading as they went. Some of

0 section fought a bloody action at the gate and managed to hold back the Zulu tide.

A section stood to face this tide as B section got over the breastworks. The remnants of

groups 1 and 2 were shot away in a final volley but the Zulus were undeterred. After al l

their Average groups had reached the walls unscathed and the Novices, their worst fighters,
had taken the brunt of the firing.

As A section scrambled over the breast work, groups 3 and 4 came over the outer wal l and

lost a few casualties to B section's ragged firing. At the gate the British lost their first

casualty, as Sergeant Evans received an assegai in his stomach. Two men continued to

hold off superior numbers at the gate while one man dragged the sergeant back. Unfortunately

the two men at the gate decided to fal l back as did the man dragging the sergeant. He was

left on the wrong side of the breastwork!

By now al l three sections were crowded in the redoubt and the Zulu groups 3,4,5 and 6 were

meleeing over the breastwork emplacements. Groups 7 and 8 were moving over the outer

wall and groups 9 and 10 had moved up to the side of the building. Here a shield ladder

was formed and the Zulus proceeded to climb up on the roof. (This is an instance of an
exercise not covered in the rules but for which an umpire can devise rules quite easily within

the framework of the ground and timescale.)

With the melee over the breastworks, British casualties began to increase although the

British also dealt with a number of Zulus. The normal Zulu supremacy in melee was lost

because the breastwork prevented the use of the shield aggressively. (This isn't in the
rules either but is logical if you think about it.)

Lieutenant Hopkins commanded an inner group of veterans from the three sections who were

ordered to shoot or attack any Zulu who reached the top of the breastwork. This tactic proved

very successful and the Zulus found it almost impossible to get into the position from ground

level. On the other hand, there were a smal l number of Zulus now on the roof and these

were launching themselves into the redoubt.

At this point when Lieutenant Hopkins was beginning to despair, a bugle cal l sang out and a

smal l troop of 17th Lancers who had been attracted by the shooting, crossed the ford, formed

l ine and began a charge. By the time they jumped the southern perimeter these ten lancers

(commanded by the umpire) were going at a gallop. They smashed into the Zulu veteran
groups 7 and 8 and rode through them leaving a train of devastation and then rode out of the

perimeter over the north wall. (The speed of the horses allowed no other course)-. They
reformed and prepared for a fresh assault.

However, the Zulus had had enough and retired. In al l , over half the Zulus

had been wounded by firing and in melee. The British had only ten casualties.

In the next Skirmish Line, I shall be airing some thoughts for adapting the

Colonial Rules for larger games, such as Johnson's Crossing. M



THIS "SCALES" QUESTION

Alan Hansford Waters

I found G.P.Hutton's letter in the current issue raised a

number of points that had occurred to me. There was a good
oppdrtunity seven or eight years ago to standardise in two war-
games scales - 50mm and 'GO' ; in recent years 15, 10 and Sum
could' have been added. Alberken, Hinton Hunt, Airfix could all
be intermixed and were in perfect scale with model railway
scenery. And yet the opportunity to learn from model railway
experience, with their EM, 00 and HO scales all in fact being
variations on a theme, was thrown away.

u
Like Mr. Hutton, I think that misguided marketing beliefs

(competition CAN be healthy) and the pursuit of higher profits
(can't blame the makers for that, I know) resulted in a great ' *■
deal of harm being caused to the wargaming world that has now Vv
led to a too great fragmentation within the same basic interest. , ■■
The makers who started producing larger figures a few years ago
were, I feel, .motivated partly by the desire to make their
products incompatible with Airfix. Why sell just one regiment
of Zouaves a side when you can trap the gamer into ptirchasing
the whole army from you? I also believe that Minifigs "S" range was introduced because they lacked the design
ers with the skill to produce the smaller size figure. I grant that now their vast range is superb; the new
E.C.W. cavalry are perhaps the best I have seen - but you compare an early Minifig with a Hinton Hunt or even
an AIEPIX of the same vintage and it makes me wonder that they sold any.

One's scale preference depends a great deal on what one starts with, 50iiim in yotir case, Don, 00 in mine.
It is like the feeling one develops, for the first record one buys of a symphony - if its good, no other per
formance, however similar in quality, ever sounds quite 'right' - fascinatingly different, perhaps or a
superior variation, but something 'different' nevertheless.

I too am surprised that more makers do not find it worthwhile to produce original '00' size. There are a
few bits of excellent equipment by Hinchliffe but nothing like their 5nmi to one foot range. (incidentally 00
is 4nm to one foot, which makes a 6' man 24mm precisely, role of foot to top of head). I use Hinton Hunt ex
clusively, and find them very satisfactory, with convincing anatomy and very, very accurate detail. (Most
makers are content with a standard musket and a point on the end; look at Hinton Hunt's casual zouave - he
carries a tiny zouave pattern Remington with the correct sword bayonet!). His cavalry let him down badly,
especially placed alongside those wonderful new Minifig horses, and there are other disadvantages that do not
need elaboration here. I have about 5,000 on my shelves and I do feel the need for a much larger selection
as my converting is absorbing too much wargames time. The Minifigs catalogue in 00 scale lands on my desk in
successive dreams I

00 does have advantages. Hinchliffe figures look to me too large for wargames, however excellent the
figures themselves - for all equipment, and buildings, etc., are 25^ larger than 00. True 20mm (Scruby) I
think are too small to paint accurately in large numbers, and you need more figures to each imit in order to
make it appear at all imposing. 15mm seem not too different in size from what we have already - units again
need more figures for the same visual effect of mass; consequently, ground scale starts to climb up to 25inm
proportions, and your gain in space disappears; going down to 10 or 5nun seems much more sensible, and addi
tionally a useful alternative collection to run alongside the 00 for altered perspectives and game techniques,
especially the latter.

l/500th will be the standard scale of the future I am sure and our 25mm figures will appear as impractical
to the next generation of wargamers as H.G.Wells' 54™! seem to us. Plus va change! But I do hope that we
will see more makers running small lines of UNUSUAL 00 figures in their no doubt predominantly 25mm catalogues;
Hinchliffe should be encouraged to produce 20mm versions of their A.C.W. equipment range - how many Airfix
collections would receive a new issue of real Napoleons and Ordnance rifles? A good many I should think; what
about a line of Danish Napoleonic troops, Minifigs, including cavalry on scaled-down versions of those superb
new horses? Is a 'market leader' the correct term for an experiment like this? I would think it worth a try,
A line of unusual Colonial figures would be a good seller I am sure - how many schoolboys can afford masses of
Airfix Arabs and would invest in small collections of Foreign Legion, including mule detachments, etc., to
fight against them? There must be a huge untapped market here; anyone game for a 00 revival society?

SUBSCRIPTION RATES; £5.60p. (Overseas f5.85p; U.S.A. ^11.OO)

These s\uns include postage, packing and, for non-sterling areas. Bank Handling charges.
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BEFORE YOU WRITE THOSE ORDERS

Alan Wicks

The scenery is laid out on the table and before you lies the enemy army (unless your rules include
spurious markers as is usual in Naval and World War II battles). After wondering how he got all those troops
for the same points total as your meagre force you will write the orders which will send your men into battle,
and largely decide the honours of the day (you can blame the dice and the rules afterwards!) Any major change
of plan in mid-engagement is usually fatal, so you must decide what to do now. The following notes are taken
from a typed list found in the back of "Elementary Tactics" by Major Packenham-Walsh (London 1926) and were
probably made by Colonel P.Russell, the previous owner of the book. I have extracted those most useful in
showing the sort of factors to be considered when we try to devise orders which will allow us to "get there
fustest with the mostest" whilst keeping our "men" in good morale.

APPRECIATION OF A SITUATION:

Do not confuse OBJECT and OBJECTIVE.

The selection of the objective or objectives to attain the OBJECT may only be possible after an appre
ciation of the situation.

Remember: CONCISENESS AND RELEVANCY

Leave out a heading if it is irrelevant or unecessary.

Remember to always distinguish between FACT and ASSUMPTION.
"  " " " " ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL.

MAIN HEADINGS;

1. Position and strength of our own and enemy forces.
2. Considerations affecting the attainment of our object.
3. Courses open to ourselves.
4. " enemy.
5. The plan. %e proposed course of action.

1. Position and strength of our own and enemy forces.

(a list. Table 1, with headings - Arm. My Force. Enemy. Difference - is inserted in the original - AW).

^rmament. Efficiency. Morale. Reinforcements. Resources,

If a force is detached to carry out ah operation which will decide the issue one way or another in 5
hours .... it is a waste of time discussing reinforcements which cannot arrive until after that time,

2. Considerations affecting the attainment of our object.

1. Considerations affecting the attainment of our object.
2. Information available to the enemy (l) reliable: (2) doubtful.
4. Topography. Roads, rails, rivers, canals, telegraphs, etc. Hills, rivers, forests. How far do

all these items affect our own and the enemy's operations.
5. Conjectures. Regarding enemy's strength, movements and intentions.
6. Character of enemy's commander. Assume sane and sound tactically until he is proved otherwise.

10. Time and spsce. .Veryvital.
11. Vulnerable spots. His ■ — Yours.

5. Courses open to ourselves.

1. Object in view.
2. Consider HOW can we obtain our object first. Not how can we prevent the enemy from obtaining his,

- this inculcates the OFFENSIVE SPIRIT - - THE ATTACK. When the initiative rests with the enemy it
may be advisable to consider his probable course of action first ... prior to making one's own
plan.

3. Initiative once gained.... the enemy has to conform.
4. If the enemy remains where he is...where ought he to be attacked?
5. " " " is in position....are his flanks exposed?
6. " " " retires....where can we come up to him?
7. " " " advances....where are we likely to meet him?
8. Time. How much is available?

9. Preparations. What P's necessary or advisable?
10. Are my own flanks and communications secure?

4. Courses open to the enemy.

1. Situations...realise this from the enemy's point of view and credit him with acting soundly.
2. Action. What action on his part would interfere most with your plans?
3. Countermeasures. \fliBt ones are available?

4. Remember. It is excusable to be beaten, but never to be surprised.

5. The Plan. 7!he nroposed course of action.

1. Plan. Decide on a practical, definite and simple course of action. State briefly what you propose
to do.

CONTINUED ON PAGE TJ-



WARGAMING INSPIRED BY T.V.

D. Sole

I don't know whether you saw it, but towards the end of last year the B.B.C. screened a serialised version
of one of J.I'enirunore Cooper's, Pathfinder stories as a sequal to the excellent dramatisation of "The Last of
the Mohicans" that they did in 1972, The serial, which was filmed in Scotland, was shown on Sunday afternoons
which is about the one time I ever watch television. The scenery of the Highlands, I think, captured the
atmosphere as I imagine it to be of Canada during the mid-18th century and I think a great deal of car was
taken to make it as authentic as possible, short of getting the actors to shave their heads to play the Red
skins.

I doubt if it kept very close the original story, which was called "The Inland Lake", but it was one of
the most exciting historical drama's that I have seen in a long time. The result of this was I felt compelled
to try and recreate that atmosphere and excitement on the wargames table, by recreating the sporadic and
fierce skirmishes that went on between the English, Soots and French and their Indian Allies.

This inspiration coincided with my buying a set of the Colonial Skirmish Rules, and after fighting skirm
ishes in some of the more obvious Colonial wars, such as the Seventh Cavalry versus Indians, and Afghans
against British, I was eager to adapt these rules to fit the 18th century Colonial struggles. First things
first, however, I had to get some figures and after considering the possibilities of both 25mm and 54mm
figures I decided on using os niy basic scale. Although 54nim offered a wide scope for conversion, I felt
they were a little too big, and 25mm did not really offer the possibilities of characterisation that I wanted.
However the main reason for choosing JOmm was that those in the Stadden range are by far the most beautiful
wargames figures ever produced.

Still, even in this time of a boom in figure manufacturers I am thwarted by the simple fact that apart
from "Willie" which are a little too expensive for wargaming, no manufacturer to my knowledge made a Huron/
Iroquois/Mohihan/Mohawk Indian of this period. Am I right? Stadden produces a beautiful range of American
War of Independence Mountain Boys which are easily adapted and also some very nice Highlanders which can be
converted quite easily to represent Black Watch of the earlier period. However the number of possible position
is in no way unlimited and I think the actual position of the figure is very important in Skirmish games.

Obviously the Indians are not impossible to obtain but it takes time to convert them. As yet I have
three, one converted from a charging Stadden Frontiersman armed with a Tomahawk and the other two converted
from Zulus, which involved quite a lot of carving and modelling putty. They, though I say it myself, are
pretty impressive, though my painting isn't up to much. Still I have got to get a lot more before the ratio
of Redskins to whitemen is realistic. I would also like to get hold of some suitable seated figures so I can
make a canoe.

I hope by now you can see the possibilities and excitement of this period, but as yet I do not know whether
it is really suitable for wargaming. Last week I tried an experimental game using the few figures that I have
been able to assemble and I had real difficulties in deciding who could see who, and whether the sharp ears of
an Indian scout could pick up the movement of some invisible Frontiersmen. Because the range was so limited
due to the heavy cover which cut down visibility to a minimum,any firing was done at very short range and was
rarely aimed, just before hand-to-hand combat. Unlike Colonial skirmishes in later Colonial periods such as
the Korth-West Frontier which entails a lot of long distance sniping, this period involves more fighting at
close quarters with tomahawks, knives and musket and bayonets.

I have not really got time to give a detailed description of my adaptations to the basic rules but most of
them are fairly obvious. However, as well as the firing and melee factors that each figure has, he also has a
missile factor which is not necessarily equal to his other factors, in case he wishes to throw his Tomahawk or
knife. The weapons are basically similar on both sides, bows and musket for the Redskins; muskets and rifles
(I do not know if rifles were common - the Pathfinder used one in Fenimore Cooper's book, but I think that they
were quite rare and anyway are not really effective in a Skirmish game due to the time it would take to load)
for the frontiersmen, with all irregulars armed with Tomahawks and knives; and bayonets, muskets, flintlock
pistols and claymores for the Regulars.

Anyway the whole idea is still in a fairly early stage, and most of it is still in my head, as yet. Still
the period has given me a lot of satisfaction so far and even if I find that it does not give a very realistic
or enjoyable game, at least it has got me away from Napoleonics for a while. I only wish there were more JOmm
figures of the same quality as the Stadden ones (and at the same price, which is still only 15p), then I might
be able to get somewhere.

BEFORE YOU WRITE THOSE ORDERS - Continued from Page 2^1

2. Reduce detachments to a minimum.

but detached forces are often necessary for feints.

5. Omit no precaution to conceal dispositions.

4« Fears. The enemy is usually just as afraid of you as you are of him.
5. Usually necessary to show what part each arm will play in the operation.

The omissions deal mainly with administration and supply. I hope that this will be of some use in
clarifying the writing of orders, by breaking the process down into its composite parts. If it still does
not work out too well, at least our mistakes only send us away thinking "I'll get him next time - all I need
is to increase the proportion of Light/Medium"Heavy/Cavalry/lnfantry/Guns" - mistakes by those for whom this
synopsis of order writing were written were quite likely to have been, literally, fatal.



BIVOUAC
special offer for Christmas —

WAFFEN-SS: ITS DIVISIONAL INSIGNIA.

By Beadle & Hartmann.130 pages of
photos. Format B^xllf, bound in
camouflage-pattern semi-stiff case.
This first-rate reference book was
published at £4.50 in 1971 but we
(or your local bookseller) can now
make it available at £2.75 post inc.

American Civil War buffs - we stock
CIVIL WAR TIMES ILLUSTRATED, the
journal you need for historical and
pictorial reference. Published ten
times a year,post free sub.is £6.50.
Try a sample of the latest issue @
65p post paid; we can guarantee you
will retiirn for back issues.

We hope to see you at ovir stand at
Manchester Wargames Event on
Nov.9th/10th,Lancastrian Hall,Swindon,
Manchester....meanwhile, contact:

BIVOUAC BOOKS LTD,104 KILBURN SQUARE,
LONDON NW6 BPS (01-328-1492).

BROADSIDE
The quarterly for

Naval Wargamers
If you are interested in navai wargaming then Broadside is a must

for you. It keeps you up to date with new model ships and as a

subscriber you are entitied to free advertisin]) in our classified

section seliing, buying or making new contacts. Feature articies

inciude wargaming reports, navai ordnance, model conversion plus

many others. Many models can be purchased direct through the

society.

Subscription £1-30 per annum (U.K.) or send S.A.E. for further

details.

SPECIAL OFFER to all readers of Wargamers Newsletter. Send 25p
for sample back issue.

1 200 Model Ship Society

18 Wroxton Road Nunhead

London SE15 2BN

RYE STAMP & HOBBY SHOP
190 RYE LANE, PECKHAM,
LONDON, SE15 4NF Tel: 01-639 5097

25 mm MINIATURE FIGURINES -

Mythical Earth Range (Metal Figures)
ME1 Man Ore with Sword 8p
ME2 Wood Elf with Bow 7p
ME3 Strip 2 Dwarfs lOp
ME4 Wizard 8p
ME5 Elf Sp
ME6 Strip 3 Hobbits lOp
ME7 Wood Elf with Sword 7p
ME8 Mounted Wizard 8p
ME9 Man Ore with Axe 8p
ME10 Mounted Hobbits - 2 lOp
ME11 Large Troll with Club 8p
ME12 Small Trolls - 2 lOp
ME13 Armoured Dwarfs - 2 10p
ME14 Large Wolf lOp
ME15 Mounted Goblin - Axe 7p
ME16 Mounted Goblin -

Sword 7p
ME17 Large Ent 30p
ME18 Small Ent 20p
ME19 Rohan Laneer 8p
ME20 Rohan Horse Areher 8p
ME21 Dunland Spearman 8p

Postage & Packing -

I Dunland Axeman 8p

I True Ore Archer 7p
I True Ore Swordsman 7p
i Harad Spearman 8p
Harad Mounted Lancer 8p

' Southron Infantryman 8p
I Southron Cavalryman 8p
I Pukelman 8p

I Balrog 8p
Hill Troll 8p

; Mouth of Sauron 8p
:  Ithlllen Spearman 8p
Ithillen Archer 8p
Gondereen Citadel

Guard 8p
Beorn Bearman 20p
Large Ent 30p

Small Ent 20p

I Ringwraith & Nazgul 30p
I Dragon 75p

) Eagle lOp
Horses lOp

Up to £1 - lOp
£2 - 15p
£3 - 20p
£4 - 25p
£5 - 30p

Over £5 - FREE

FOR WARGAMES, COLLECTOR'S

PIECES, etc.

FOR ALL THINGS COLLECTABLE

EMPLOY AND ENJOY THE SERVICES OF

AN EXPERT.

STEPHEN P. WRIGHT

The Wakefield Coin and Stamp Centre
7 Silver Street, Wakefield. Tel. 72510

CLOSED WEDNESDAY

Overseas -

Please add 30% Surface Mail, 60% Air Mail



LETTERS

"The editor of Wargamer's Newsletter comments at some length in his September editorial on the need of
his journal to increase its circulation. I can sympathise with him on this, particularly in view of the
present economic situation, however, as a reader of the journal since it appeared in its larger format I must
confess that I have found it something of a disappointment.

I obtain my copy from the local wargames shop (Skytrex) rather than through a postal subscription, and
if instead of this I had taken a six month trial subscription out I would have thought twice about renewing
it. Had I actually examined the September issue rather than just picking it up and paying JOp (6/-), I
would not have purchased it for it contained nothing of interest to me.

It is the last comment made above which sums up my attitude tov/ards V/argamer's Newsletter (it also re
flects the views of several other wargamers with whom I have discussed the journal). My personal wargaming
interests are Ancients and English Civil War (and this period in general), yet Wargamer's Newsletter has
almost totally ignored both periods, indeed the only issue of the new format publication to have any sub
stantial material on them was the June issue. It might be that the journal cannot pay for articles and
wargamers who are capable of writing them will not contribute material without payment, however, as Wargamer's
Newsletter is now commercially published, presumably with a view to making, or eventually making, a sub
stantial profit - the editor did state in his April editorial that publishers are 'in business to make money'
- the paper should be prepared to pay for contributions in order to make it balanced, and so appeal to all

It may be that most wargamers are Napoleonic, American Civil War, Western or Colonial Skirmish addicts,
in which case they will find Wargamer's Newsletter 'a must'; indeed on the basis of certain i:;sues one could
be forgiven for assuming that the journal catered almost exclusively for those interested in Napoleonics.
For my own part I have found just as much interest in Ancients as in Napoleonics, and a growing interest in
English Civil War and associated armies on the Continent. If Wargamer's Newsletter fails to cater for those
interested in these periods it will fail to interest a large body of potential subscribers (X shall check
the next issue before purchase and if it is on par with the current issue will not bother to purchase).

One final comment. In the April editorial referred to above the editor criticised "amateur reviewers",
seeming oblivious to the fact that many of his own contributors must technically be described as "amateurs",
because they stated bluntly what they thought of a book or a figure. The point he was making was that
commercial concerns are in business to make money, although why he should imagine that his readers were un-

av/are of this rather elementary fact is something of a mystery. However, one expects a journal to be honest
in respect of the books and figures reviewed, after all wargamers are expected to pay frequently large sums
for these commercial offerings, and many books and many figures are certainly 'bad' - whether the editor
believes this fact or not, and he did write that there "are no bad (his emphasis) books or figures". If this
is the rolicy of Wargamer's Newsletter in respect of reviews, and the insipid, almost totally uncritical
comments in the "Must List" feature suggests it, is, then we cannot place much weight on it as a guide to the
ouality of material available. To illustrate this point further; in the current issue reference is made in
the 'Must List" to the "impressive collection" of new Tradition castings. Now I am not a Colonial addict but
if these figures are anything like Tradition's matchstick-like Ancients then I certainly know many wargamers
who will not be rushing to add them to their armies - I am yet to meet a wargamer who actually likes
Tradition's 25mm figures. Now I realise that my attitude here is subjective, although based upon a compari
son judgement, and that opinions must differ, however, one would expect that a reviewer would be sufficiently
av.'are of opinions within the ranks of those engaged in the hobby to know that certain figures do evoke highly
conflicting opinions. The point here, though, is whether we can expect an objective review of figures pro
duced by the firm that now produces Wargamer's Newsletter, or, for that matter, whether the journal is willing
to be critical if to be so means loss of advertising revenue? Or is it a case of the editor trying to be nice
to everyone? If this is so then, in the last analysis his advertisers may be happy, but can his wargaming
readers be expected to place much faith in his comments as to the quality of any particular product, parti
cularly as any evaluation published is done so in the light of the need of a comraeroial concern to make a
profit."

R.V/.Morrell of Nottingham.

ooOoo

"I have just received the latest issue of the Newsletter, and have read your editorial concerning circu
lation. As you know, we have several times mentioned the Newsletter in our own magazine, hovjever, I hope you
will not mind if I also make a couple of suggestions on this subject. First, it is a fact (though one re
markably little understood in this country, and especially in the wargames world, I fear) that you cannot
sell people something unless they know of its existence, and, as you say, a remarkable n^umber of people DON'T
know about the Newsletter. Secondly, within the Clubs you are preaching to the converted, you need to get to
the "ignorami" in the public too.

On another subject, in the current Newsletter, what a good couple of articles "Muffling's" and C.
Zanelli's were, and what a chronic moaner G.F.Hutton (non-availability of 20mm figures) seems to be. Some
people do not know when they are well off! He should think of the situation only a few years ago, when
figures in ANY scale were few and far between. Airfix now do a growing and INCREDIBLY cheap range of 20mm
Napoleonics - something I spent many a fruitless year praying for - but no, they are "most unsatisfactory" so
apparently do not count towards the "paucity of 20mm plastics suitable for wargaming"; poor old Marcus Hinton

hasn't varied his scale and has constantly added to his range ever since he started wargames figures, now

?f.any years ago, but no! His "unrealistic price range" apparently bans him too and leaves an equal "paucity"



of lead figures - this means, I presume, that Mr. Hutton has not the patience to wait a bit, tot up his
orders and buy in reasonable bulk. What about Jacklex? What about Phoenix? What about Scruby? No one can
be happier than I am at the present proliferation of wargames figures and equipment, but it does aeem to be
leading to a situation in which some people are getting thoroughly spoilt. If Mr. Hutton does not like the
figures available, rather than hurl dark accusations about "mercenary con-tricks" cn the part of the manu
facturers (l can think of only one manufacturer who abandoned 20mm for 25mm, and that was a long while ago)
why doesn't he get down to it and cast some figures of his own? All the information and materials for this
are readily available today, and it would be a much more sensible and practical response than sitting back
and indulging the "World Unfair to Me" mentality."

George Gush (Tunbridge Wells Wargames Club).

ooGoo---

"I was very interested in your September editorial. I first came across the Newsletter about two years
ago in Minden,. and although I thought it was an excellent magazine, because of the price, when compared to
"Glossy's" such as "Military Modelling", it was purdhased by only one member of the Club and then passed
around.

I have just been posted to my present regiment and am now busy forming a new "Club", at the time of
writing seven strong, and was intending to do the same again. However, in view of your editorial, I will do
my best to encourage the other members to become subscribers. I only hope that as circulation figures rise,
we the readers do not take second place to the "commercials" and professionals.

Which brings me onto my second point. I must agree with G.P.Hutton of Devon about the way manufacturers
try to make us change from one scale to another, with the aid of some of the commercial magazine writers. I
for one refuse to budge from the 20mm HO/OO scale which goes for the members of both Wargame Clubs to which
I have belonged. I must disagree with G.P.Hutton about the Airfix Napoleonics though, we now have a few
thousand which we can make look as good as any others in the scale with a little patience. They are easy to
convert, which to us is half the fun of the hobby.

The other big complaint of us in the Forces is the way Magazines, and distributors of models, always want
us to pay overseas postal rates, when BFPO postage is exactly the same is inland U.K., so why the extra
charges?"

J. Keats of BPPO 50.

ooOoo—-

"1 was very sorry to read in your current editorial of the financial difficulties of the Newsletter but
would encourage you in your determination to increase revenue by other means than changing the character of
the 'letter - it really is unique. Thoroughly enjoyed "Muffling Through" and "The Skirmish Line" - I stijl
get that curious feeling of personal friendships with contributors to the 'letter even though most of them
are now total strangers to me.

On a completely different tack, is there any good Samaritan who would loan me the first 20 issues of the
Newsletter or any War Games Digests? I am willing to pay, to insure, to place surety, etc., and would only
require for about a week whilst Xeroxing. Might even be able to reciprocate by filling in the Samaritan's
gaps in Newsletter or other periodical runs. Also wish to borrow a few of the out-of-print "Heere" and
"Tradition" standards plates to copy and complete my collection."

Alan Hansford-Waters of Braintree, Essex.

ooOoo—-

"I have enjoyed the Newsletter immensely. By the way, on the Napoleonic myth I think the real reason why
non-Napoleonic wargamers react so violently against that period is that they fael (quite rightly) that the
emphasis on Napoleonics has restricted figure makers from adequately covering other periods. Thus as the
Napoleonic field is filled out, other periods of equal interest or importance are ignored or given only token
attention. There are other reasons of course, that depend more on individual quirks. Despite suggestions in
the July Newsletter that wargamers and historian must be drawn to this period I find, as both a wargamer and
an historian that I am not. If, as it was also suggested, it is merely a matter of variety of terrain that
can be used, the same variety can be found in the American Civil War (the U.S. has one of the most, if not the
most varied geography contained in one nation), the Indian sub-continent (not all battles were fought on the
N.W. Frontier), Russian and Turkish Colonial campaigns after the Crimea, and of course in W.W.I (why was it
suggested that only W.V/.II offers the same variety?). My own feelings may be based on perversity more than
anything else.

Each period of warfare has a "pinnacle", a period, or an army when warfare of a particular style reaches
as near perfection as can be reached in war. I prefer periods where things are a bit more ragged. Thus, in
the Ancient period I shun the Romans and prefer the Assyrians who solved major obstacles with a sinister in
genuity rather than with the steady, disciplined tread of the Romans. In Horse and Musket I prefer the 50
Years War with its confusion of cavalry tactics, use of armour and pike, and the increasing importance of
musketry. The Colonial period is about as ragged as you can get, with magazine rifles, machine-guns, long
range cannons and high explosives making the scene, while infantry uniforms and tactics lag behind. For that
same reason I prefer W.W.I to W.W.II. All war is "ragged", and I guess I prefer those periods where the
raggedness is obvious and accentuated to those where near perfection is emphasised and battles become "set
pieces" for later generals and historians to use as models."

Doug Johnson of U.S.A. (but resident in London at time of writing).

ooOoo



BOOK

REVIEWS
MILITARY DRESS OF THE PENINSULAR WAR by Martin Windrow and

Gerry""EmbIetoru (^i" x Si"; 200 pages; 20 full pages of coloured n/L
illustrations; innumerable photographs, maps, engravings and line
drawings. Ian Allan Ltd - £5.95p). ajB

Very occasionally one comes into possession of a book which
causes the pulse to quicken and the breath to be swiftly indrawn;
such a volume then takes its place as a treasured possession that / ̂  o
is never lent and occupies an honoured position on one shelves, / Z
This is just such a book. Beautifully produced, obviously with p. f ° ̂ W'
real care and attention it not only lives up to its title but it I I
also provides a fine concise history of the course of this war, ^ \ V,.
perhaps one of the most fascinating to the wargamer. Besides, it
lists all the major units engaged in the main battles of the war, p
providing an Order of Battle of great value. Its 20 coloured
plates, each depicting five figures of British, French, Spanish
or Portuguese troops is a delight to behold and is a credit to
Gerry Embleton, an artist whom we have long learnt to admire. The
photographs are excellent and 1 was most impressed with the life-size models dressed in uniforms of the period
from the Musee de I'Emperi. Thtere is a well selected collection of contemporary prints and engravings plus
photographs of various items of dress and equipment, besides some clear and well drawn maps. Each of the
coloured plates has a couple of pages of accompanying text describing in the closest details the uniform of the
figures concerned. Looking at this book explains why the greatest proportion of wargamers favour the Napoleon
ic Wars and there is no doubt, that it should it ever be allowed to go out of print, it will become a collectors
item. Very highly recommended.

NAPOLEON'S LAST CAMPAIGN IN GERMANY 1815 by P.Loraine Petre with an Introduction by David Chandler, (84"
X si") 405 pages; 17 maps and plans. Arms and Armour Press - £3,95p)»

Recently, when researching this period for my book WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Napoleonic Period, it quick
ly became obvious that, just as Loraine Petre's "NAPOLEON'S CONQUEST OF PRUSSIA, I8O6" was the reference source
for that campaign, so the pame author's "Napoleon's Last Campaign in Germany 1813" was the definitive work for
this stimulating part of the Napoleonic Campaigns, At that time both books, having been originally published in
1912 or so, were long out of psint and only sterling work by the local library secured copies on a temporary
loan. But now Arms and Armour Press, with great foresight, have re-introduced this book with a fine introduc
tion by our old friend David Chandler and at a price which, for this day and age, is most reasonable. First
considering the aftermath of Russia, the book deals with the New Grand Aj-my of 1815 and then deals with the
Allied Armies of the period - those of Prussia, Russia, Austria, Sweden, Anglo/German, Mecklenburg together with
their Commanders. And then its pages unfold that fascinating and colourful tapestry that ended at Leipzig on
the 18th October I8I3. Going into the smallest facet of each battle in greatest detail, the book also has a
series of fine fold-out maps. 1 have been accused of being "soft" in my Book Reviews so 1 suggest that you go
into a good bookshop and pick up this volume and look through it as 1 gm pretty certain that you will buy it!
To have one really superb book in a month is exciting, but to have two such as this and the previously reviewed
volume is a real bonus. This is another one that 1 will not lend!

AIRFIX MAGAZINE ANNUAL 4 FOR MODELLERS edited by Bruce Quarrie. (10" x Yg"; 96 pages; inmunerable photo
graphs, scaled plans and line drawings. Patrick Stephens Ltd - £1.60p).

For three successive years this Annual has been eagerly awaited by modellers and this year this issue will
not disappoint them. Although containing nothing of specific interest to wargamers, there are well illustrated
articles on Modelling the Churchill 3-inch gun carrier; Converting the Airfix 54®m Highlander to a Samurai; The
'cutaway' Tiger Tank in IsYfi scale; The Forward control Land Rover and 105mm gun plus lota on model aircraft and
some interesting photographs together with a Photo Quiz.

PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE by Charles Roetter. (Sf-" x i 199 pages; 20 plates. B.T.Batsford - £3.50p).

Apart from dropping sly hints whilst gathering for a wargame, there are few psychological aspects to table-
top wargaming. Nevertheless, whilst the psychological activities of the various combatants in World Wars 1 and
11 might not have directly caused them to end as they did, undoubtedly they shaped the course of events in an
incalculable way. On re-reading, sometimes the schemes seemed so ludicrous as to almost be part of Monty
Python's Flying Circus but on the other hand other schemes and activities were immensely successful. Those
older wargamers who remember the wartime broadcasts of Lord Haw-Haw and the "forest fire" effect of rumours
flying through the ranks, will be aware of their value, both detrimental and otherwise depending upon whose side
you were on. Very well researched and written, this book explains a little considered facet of warfare.

"Just a few comments on the October Newsletter, just to hand. How very much 1 agree with the sentiments
you express in the last paragraph of your Editorial, The charm of wargaming is its variety - Heaven forbid we
should ever get down to one set of rules like chess - and even the chess players seek variety for relaxation,
1 must say 1 sympathise with Mike Friend and Mathew Gonneau in their comments on "Tolkienism" - after all, if
people are keen on Tolkien, or Science Fiction, why not wargame these, just as Steve Curtis wargames Western
ffun Fights,

1 have recently been doing some work on the Knights of St. John, and it occurs to me the sieges of Rhodes
and Malta might provide interesting games,"

Bill Thurbon of Cambridge,
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Must List
If I am to be influenced by my critic on the "Letters" page, then this month's reviews of new items could

well be dripping with vitriol. However, 1 trust that 1 have adequately stated my case in the Editorial and
that, both today and in the future, the "Must List" will be read with greater understanding of my aims and
objectives,

I have often said that there are really no bad wargames figures but that is not to say that they are all
equal in quality - as in the book "Animal Farm" some are more equal than others! 1 have before me a prime
selection of this last category in a batch of 26 Foot figures of the American Civil War from the re-designed
Miniature Figurines range covering that War. As was the case with their re-designed English Civil War range,
they are so improved as to arouse sympathy for the wargamer who has laboriously collected and painted-up the
original range. Because, at the sight of their new ranges in both American and English Civil Wars he will be
green with envy and thoroughly dissatisfied with the armies that have served him so well in the past. This
is not meant as a reproof because things cannot stand still and no commercial organisation worthy of its salt
can do other than endeavour to improve its products as Miniature Figurines have so ably done. The range I
have before me includes both Union and Confederate infantry in a variety of action poses, plus officers,
artillery crev/s and musicians - there is even an Indian figure to cover those who fought with the Confeder
ates. Painted up, all will look a joy and I say that with confidence in my fellow wargamers likes and dis
likes because, I have just the faintest reservations because of the chunkiness of the figures - weren't there
any slim, lithe men in the American Civil War? Also included in the review parcel, to my son's delight who
is assiduously collecting them, were a couple of Middle Earth figures - one a sort of walking frog/ape and the
other an armoured infantryman who could well take his place in a Mediaeval set-up.

They are the only actual figures I have had for review this month but 1 am certain that all the other
makers, including those who do not advertise in this magazine, are industriously turning-out inspiring little
silver castings as fast as they can go. One such manufacturer whom 1 always admire for his "cottage-industry"
is Peter Laing whose 15mm range has increased amazingly during the shoit'time he has been in existence. Peter
tells me that, although he is overwhelmed with work arising from his move, that he has managed a further 46
new models which he will introduce when he has moved. They are a ranee of new Mediaeval figures and some
Scots, to cover the 1715 and 1745 period and Montrose's army. Both originated from suggestions from his good
friends Iain McLellan and David Baillie of South-East Scotland Wargames Club. Peter has also turned out a
few odds and ends for the Colonials, Marlburian wargamers etc.

Bob O'Brien of the V/argames Research Group tells me that they now have amendments ready for the Fourth
Edition of their Ancient Rules. As usual, these amendments are free but they must insist on a stamped
addressed envelope or the equivalent in International Reply Coupons if you wish to have a set. The Wargames
Research Group also sent me a review copy of their game "SEASTRIKE" about which 1 cannot, in all fairness,
say very much because I have not played the game nor have 1 had a great deal of time to study it. Suffice to
say, contained in an attractive "wallet" are 'packs of cards, sheets of press-out symbols of ships, submarines,
aircraft, etc., and a rule book made out in the usual V.'.R.G. style with the rules summarised on handy cards
for easy reference. It looks good and I will be happy to give a detailed report on the game's playability
when I have had it tested. Designed by Robin Wyatt and obtainable from the Wargames Research Group it sells
for £4.50p (U.S.A. ̂ 10.50) including V.A.T. and postage.

I understand that from NAVWAR, 48 East View, Barnet, Herts, England, it is possible to obtain a 20-page
rule book covering Individual wargaming with the 25mm Samurai figures available from Miniature Figurines. V/ho
is going to be the first one to cash-in on the Martial Arts?

My progress in a rather interesting Peninsular War wargame was rather sadly affected the other evening
when 1 was overcome by inspirational ideas for some rather original rules to cover wargaming with 5nun regi
mental blocks. Obtainable from Miniature Figurines, these blocks are the answer to authentically recreating
the really BIG battles of history. Oddly enough on the following morning 1 had a letter from Peter
Gouldesbrough, that perennial wargaming enthusiast from Edinburgh, saying that he had just finished the first
version of his rules for 5nim games and once Charles Dick (another highly knowledgeable table-top character)
had had a chance to do his hatchet job on them, Peter is going to write an article on the subject for the
Newsletter.

■'"n the past 1 have mentioned the Military Band records obtainable from N.W.Hartley, 4I Swanmore Road,
Boscombe, East Bournemouth, BH7 6PD. From this source can be obtained a fair selection of imported military
records from all over the world and his latest list is no exception as it contains a large selection of
German military marches and soldier's songs; French marches including those of the Foreign Legion and Napo
leonic marches plus a selection of Russian, Soviet, Polish, Czech, Spanish and Austrian marches. There are
also a number of records of Nazi ceremonies, songs, marches and speeches by their unlamented leaders at
rallies in the 1950s - I found them repulsive but 1 suppose some nut will buy them.

I have received from Putnam the publishers a list of their Aeronautical Books and, although 1 am not
exactly an enthusiast in this field, 1 noticed numbers of books which must bring tears of joy to the eyes of
those who are. For example - "British Aeroplanes 1914-1918"; "Aircraft of the R.A.F. since I9I8"; "British
Naval Aircraft since 1912"; "Armament of British Aircraft 1909-1959"; "The British Fighter,since 1912"; "The
British Bomber since 1914"; "United States Military Aircraft since I9O8"; "United States Navy Aircraft since
I9II"; "German Aircraft of the Second World War"; "German Aircraft of the First World War"; "Japanese Air
craft of the Pacific War"; "Polish Aircraft 1895-1959"; and a host of other intriguing titles. These books
can be obtained from all good bookshops or from the publishers Putnam and Company Limited, 9 Bow Street,
London WC2E 7AL.



I don't know whether this is the place to put it hut we are talking about new things and I suppose that
function such as NORTHERN MILITAIRE '74> which is claimed to be the first sponsored wargame ard militaria

exhibition to be held in the North - is worthy of being mentioned here as much as anywhere else. Sponsored
by Hinchliffe Models Limited it includes a^l sorts of events and items likely to be of the Greatest interest
to Northern wargamers whom I suggest direct their footsteps towards the Lancastrian Hall, Swinton, Manchester,
on November 9th a"d 10th at 10.JO a.m.

Walter Luc Haas of CH-4053 Basel, Achiles Bischoff-Strasse 6, Switzerland, is a Swiss subscriber to
WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER and he has recently started a magazine EUROPE which he takes me to task for not mention
ing. The reason that this is the first I have said ahout it is simply because I have never seen the magazine!
However here is what Walter writes

"I wonder why yon don't mention that vou have go''" my fi~st iss"e of "Buropa" (issue la) - you should have
got it in the end August (8 pages; infos ahont Clubs. Cons. Open Houses, news of AH, SPI, WRG etc., Dippy
news, books, zine contents. Next issue will- be out in the end of this month, at about 20pp, includes reviews,
aho"e (regular) columns etc. The next issue will be a double-number, i.e. 2/3. Subscription fees: 8 numbers
for SPr. 6.40 (at ahout 90p.), including the postage fee.

Collecting (and publishing) addresses of wargamers in Europe, informing about events and clubs, giving
news and infos of all kind, I hop° t" reach as many Europea-" wargamers as possible and to make it possible in
this way that they can contact and find each o+her. My first issue was sent to 220 addresses, the next one
will be sent to lOO-lJO addresses probably, the" to subscribers only."

Although, as Walter says the main interests of his magazine is board-wargaming he wants to have sections
dealing with wargaming using miniature figures a^d requires someone who could write a column on this. He
asks if I know anybody who would be interested to do it although he cannot pay anything for it as his magazine
is not a commercial affair. So if you want to achieve a Continental reputation (and I can think of a few war
gamers to whom this might anpeal) then wri+e to Walter.

Some subscribers might be members of the Mili■^•ary Historical Society and know of their Band Section but
if neither applies then I urge that you write to H.L.S.Plunkett, 95 Springbank, Lakenham, Norwich NOR 84 C.
Mr. plunkett (whom I met in York during a Marston Moor trip back in the Spring) is an e"thusiast .who puts out
a very infor"'ative Newsletter dealing with the history of military bands, the latest records a'^d tapes of
military music, events both home and abroad at which military bands are featured, the story of famous military
music composers aud a host of other items of interest to the man who likes collecting records and Regimental
music. I have only seen two of these Newsletters but have purchased three or f"ur records from informat-i on
contained therein and would pmbahly have known no+hing of them had I not read this journal.

One of the best known and most enterprising model soldier makers in the United States of America are
BUGLE AND GUIDON Inc., P.O.Box 248, West Carrollton, Ohio 45449, U.S.A., whom I strongly recommend to the war-
gamer/collector who is looking for something that is not only different but absolutely first-class. With a
beautiful spirit of independence that does the heart good in this day and age. Bugle and Guidon almost ex
clusively follow the individual historical line of Ouster's last stand, one of the most romantic periods of
American military history involving the Indian fighting army. Their range of 54mm figures (available in kit
form only) all come with full painting instructions and include a colour photo of the finished figure. The
range includes Ouster himself and other personalities of the epic battle at the Little Big Horn plus cavalry
troopers and Indians in every conceivable position, selling for about ^3.95 to ^7.95 each (some of them are

small vignettes). Also in this scale can be obtained a Colonel of the Confederate Cavalry in 1862; a French
Foreign Legionaire; Saxon cavalryman of the Napoleonic period; a 7th Cavalry Officer 1876 and a Gurkha rifle
man 1910. But of more interest to wargamers is their exciting JOmm range of metal figures of the Indian Wars
which sell at 75 cents each for infantry and ^1.75 for cavalry or you can obtain diorama sets like the one
depicted below. Included in this range are foot figures of cavalrymen and Indians in every conceivable posi
tion including casualties; with Personality figures of Custer, other officers and Indian scouts. The cavalry
are beautifully designed and it is possible to obtain interesting little sets of battlefield debris. The
mind boggles at the opportunities for Indian War skirmishes and pitched battles made possible by this range
of figures, each of which is a masterpiece in itself. Bugle and Guidon also have a very interesting list of
Military books not only concerned with Custer and the West generally but also dealing with other aspects of
American military life in the 19th century. And did you know that there is an interesting non-profit making
educational research society THE LITTLE BIG HORN ASSOCIATES, devoted to the study and clarification of all
facets of this battle. Membership includes a quarterly magazine and 8 Newsletter issues. If you are in
terested write to Mr.G.O.Harris, 6717 - 46th Avenue Southwest, Seattle, Washington 98116, U.S.A.



LOOKING AROUND

AIRFIX HASAZINE - October 1974« Contains well illustrated articles on British Army Uniforms I66O-I9OO; Modifying
H.M.S. Hood Airfix kits in 1;1200 and li600 scales; George Gush continues his brilliant Renaissance Warfare
articles; Euromissile AT and AA weapons; 54n™ Conversions - Balaclava; The Fleet Air Arm in War and Peace; German
National Markings 1914-18; plus reviews of figures, books, kits, magazines and correspondence.

Journal of the Society for ARMY HISTORICAL HESEARCH - Autumn 1974. Contains a fascinating and illuminating
article on the Fenian Infiltration of the British Army in the 1860s - who said our troubles in Ireland were re
cent ones? Plus a fine Diary of an Officer in the Peninsular with excellent book reviews and letters.

THE BULLETIN of the British Model Soldier Society - No,4. In addition to allthe usual news and features contains
articles on Early New Zealand Uniforms 1845-64; and British Cavalry Bands.

CONFLICT - No.7 1974. A Civil War special includes a free game "Rifle-Musket" (American Civil War) and also' The
Alamo." Contains fine well illustrated articles on the Infantry; the Cavalry; the Artillery; the Engineers; the
Grand Tactics of the American Civil War plus a fine article on the campaign for Forts Henry and Donelson plus
details of the latest boardgames.

DISPATCH - The Journal of the Scottish Military Collectors Society - August 1974. Pull of Scots news including
all the usual reviews on books, figures, plates, etc., and articles on The Black Watch Musicians 1850-54; The
French Foreign Legion 1846-59; Goat Mascots of the H.A.F.; and other uniform details.

EL CONQUISTADOR - July 1974. Although I don't really understand what this magazine is all about, I admit it is
very well produced and seemingly packed full of information for those at whom it is aimed i.e. Diplomacy players.

PANZERFAUST - No.63. A nicely produced pocket magazine which includes articles on boardgames Seven Days, Panzer-
blitz, The Battle of Gettysburg, Napoleon at Waterloo, Austerlitz, SPI vs SDC in SEA then there are articles on
The Disposition of the German Army June-December 1944; an interesting article on Napoleon's victory at Waterloo;
a wargames battle report; Computerised Boardgaming; plus letters, reviews of figures, etc.

RANK AND FILE - The Tunbridge Wells Wargames Society Newsletter - September 1974. A fine little Club magazine
which must aid greatly in holding the group together contains reviews of Club wargames and discussions on latest
figures, books, etc.

SLINGSHOT - September 1974 - The Official Journal of the Society of Ancients. An absolute MUST for those inter
ested in Ancient warfare contains highly intelligent and well written articles on wargaming in all sorts of
Ancient periods; Mediaeval Rules by my friend "Slim" Mumford; The Battle of Kadesh; A Mediaeval Arab Military
Manual; Archery; Warriors of the 9th, 10th and 11th Centuries (with illustrations) plus some interesting and
controversial correspondence.

SOLDIER - October 1974. Contains well illustrated articles on The Royal Warwickshire Regimental Museum; the
Royal Ordnance Factories Exhibition; reviews of military band records; military models and books.

TANKETTE - Miniature Armoured Fighting Vehicle Association Magazine - April-May 1974- If only this was printed
a bit larger so that I could read it! Contains interesting pioture on the front cover of the Marder II and con
tains articles with illustrations of numerous models and kits; Soviet Heavy Tanks of the Great War; plus hard
hitting reviews of the latest kits, books, etc.

WAR MONTHLY - Issues No. 8 and 9 published by Marshall Cavendish Ltd., of London and can be obtained at news
agents. Seemingly edited or in some way handled by an old friend Randal Gray who was in Spain with our party
last Easter, these are very finely produced magazines with copious coloured illustrations of modern weapons and
vehicles plus some interesting historical articles such as that on the Duke of Parma; Omaha Beach ~ D-Day;
Sweden's formidable modern weapons technology; The Battle of Keren - World War II; Carronades and in issue No.9
Under-Sea Kamikaze; The Korean War; The V2 Rocket; Malta 1941; French *75' field piece; Suvorov's Alpine
Epic of 1799 - this last is excellently illustrated as is everything else in these magazines. A very fine
publication and strongly recommended - if it wasn't sent to me I would certainly buy it!

"With reference to Mr.Gygax's article on the Brunswick Corps in "Newsletter" No. I5I, I think I can supply
a little of the information he requests. In 1815, the Brunswick Uhlans (Lancers) wore black uniforms with sky
blue facings, similar in pattern to the earlier green ones described by Mr.Gygax; their girdles were light blue
with a central black stripe. Czapkas of the rank and file had sky blue cloth tops, though it seems likely that
some officers wore the older yellow-topped pattern in the Waterloo campaign. In this campaign, the Uhlans
squadron had an establishment of 252, the Hussar regiment being 690.

The Avant-Garde was composed of four companies, two of "Gelernte Jager" and two of light infantry, the
former wearing the grey uniform described by Mr.Gygax, and the latter black dolmans faced dark green, black
trousers with dark green stripe, and a similar hat. Both the Avant-Garde and the Leib-Battalion had a strength
of 672. In I8I5 the six infantry regiments had the same establishment; facing colours were: 1st line - red; 2nd
- green; 5rd - white; 1st Light - pink; 2nd - yellow; 5rd - orange. Artillery uniforms of the Foot and Horse
branches were styled on infantry and Hussar dress respectively, in the colouring described; an exception were
the drivers of the Train of the Foot Artillery, who wore brownish-grey uniforms with black facings and yellow
piping.

I realise these notes are brief in the extreme, but may be of use as a supplement to Mr.Gygax's fine
article. Further details, and illustrations, will be fotuid in my forthcoming "Uniforms of Waterloo" (Blandford)."

Philip Haythornthwaite.
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NOTICE BOARD
THE NORTHERN ASSOCIATION OF WARGAMERS is now an established fact. If ANY wargames society between

Nottingham and Durham is interested in joining our association, Peter Morrison would be pleased to hear from
them o/o 3 Laithe Field, Branch Road, Barkisland, Halifax, West Yorkshire, HX4 OAE.

ooOoo

FOR SALE; 20mm painted French Napoleonic Hinton Hunt figures. Only lOp each o.n.o. Includes Marines,
Grenadiers of the Guard and Line Fusiliers. Send S.A.E. to - R.Kent, 6 Ranulf Road, London N.V/.2.

ooOoo

May I through the use of your column inform your readers of our very big exhibition THE NORTHERN
MILITAIRE '74 that is being staged by us on the 9th and 10th November this year. As well as outdoor activi
ties, Sabre Society, Sealed Knot, etc., we will be having lectures and film shows, but the thing that may in
terest your readers most will be our painting competition. £10 and £5 prizes will be given in the 54iiim plus
class and £10 and £5 prizes for the best wargames army (50 men plus). The armies chosen are Ancients, Horse
and Musket, Modern Army (30 figures plus 5 vehicles) with an overall prize for the best painted model,

A team representing the North will be fighting a team from the South in three Ancient games, the names
from the Society of Ancients League table have been compiled by Phil Barker and Peter Guilder.

If any of your readers require details please write or phone me - J. Howe, Secretary, Manchester Wargames
Society, J2 Doveley's Road, SalforJ. Tel. 061-735-6886

-—ooOoo

Join the Austrian Regiment of the Sabre Society. Pull details of cost, etc. Join now to fight the
French!

Mike Embree, 6 Phillimore Gardens, London N.W.IO.

ooOoo

FOR SALE; Back numbers of V/ARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER extending over period late 1972 up to February 1974, 20p
each or 9'' for £3..90p (U.S .A ./Canada 50o each or 9^ for plus 50c Bank Handling charge). All prices in
clude postage. Don Featherstone, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton, SOl 5AD, England. Back numbers of WARGAMER'S
NEWSLETTER from March 1974 can be obtained from TRADITION, 188 Piccadilly, London WIV 9DA, at 30p including
postage.

ooOoo

Recent big increases in British Bank charges have put a handling-charge of 25p (30 cents) on EACH cheque
from overseas. It is economically impossible for Wargamer's Newsletter to absorb this charge. Overseas sub
scribers sending dollar or non-sterling cheques must ADD 30 cents to each cheque. American Express drafts.
International Money Orders or Sterling drafts for the specific amount do not need this additional handling-
charge,

ooOoo

"Thank you for your letter and review of the Column, Line and Square Battle Manual, I do feel privileged
to receive personal attention from one of the pioneers of our hobby,

I have just read my copy of the letter-I sent you with the Battle Manual and now feel I was unnecessarily
critical in making the point about differences in our ideas on the merit of simplicity in wargame rules, I
only meant to dissuade you from a hasty judgement against a complex set of rules. Our ideas are not as far
apart as it might seem, I too enjoy simple games where "all the rules can be written down on a card," but I
also enjoy complex games. I feel temperamentally suited to both extremes and the broad range in the middle.
Our actual point of difference seems to lie in what is a "fun affair." Fred Vietmeyer chastises me for not
being a diorama-history-fun player (his opinion) and Don Peatherstone chastises me for not being a fun player
who values gaming above winning. Finally 1 want a well defined game so that foolish arguments don't take the
fun out of it. In other words we all seem to want fun tout of wargaming but differ in our ideas of just how
that will come to pass,

I believe we are all correct to some extent. (l) Certainly all miniatures enthusiasts are intrigued by
the diorama aspect. (2) All wargamers must find something enjoyable in the recreation of history or we
would not be attracted to wargames but would prefer some non-historical competitive game such as bridge,
chess, etc. (3) Surely mature people play games primarily for fun where winning is the sometime icing on the
cake. I should think that a player who could only enjoy himself by winning was simply immature; not a short
coming unique to wargaming, (4) Finally, what one of us really likes arguments in the middle of a game?

Furthermore I agree with your idea of fun wargaming, i.e. it is nice to play with friends who value the
game above winning where only simple rules are necessary. But unlike y6u I do not believe complex rules pre
clude fun. Fun to me, is not a function of complexity. There are some simple games I enjoy and some I do
not. Column, Line and Square is the only really complex game I play (complex in the sense of complicated
rules, not complicated game strategy such as chess or Go which have simple rules and complicated strategies).
In practice our Column, Line and Square is played by thousands of.wargamers across the country (U.S.A.) who
apparently do not share your distaste for complexity, but seem to have fun at it.

Yours for FUN Wargaming,"
Jud Bauman



^ METAL MINIATURES

a comprehensive range
of 25mm figures.

Napoleonic
INCLUDING 0FFICERS,STANDARD BEARERS

DRUMMERS AND BUGLERS FOR ALLARMS

AND ARTILLERY CREWS

B»-'tisR ,French,Pi-ossian, Austriar^Russiaun,Spanish.

L '' I a

Bugler PrencV^ HussaLi's,
—— o -

A RANGE OF OTHER FIGURES AVAILABLE
GREEKS-ROM ANS-TURKS-GAULS-GOTHS
NORMANS SAYONS-ENGLISH CIVIL WAR.

\nTarvtry 6^p Cava'i'jr I6p

Cata.lo^ae5p 23 Grove Roa4 Leighton Bu2Z2y<4 Beck.



HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

September 1974 additions to range

25mm MEDIEVAL (MF)

MF1 11th-12th Century Archer
MF2 11th-12th Century Crossbowman loading
MF5 11th-12th Century Armoured Infantry advancing with halbard « TO rarj

MEDIEVAL CAVALRY (MO)

MC1 11th-12th Century Armoured horse archer ^ l W
MC2 11th-12th Century Crusader with lance and axe
MC4 11th-12th Century Crusader standing with lance A
MC7 11th-12th Century Saracen Armoured horse archer

MEDIEVAL HORSES (MH) T
MH1 Crusader horse standing i
I\/1H4 Light horse standing
MH3 Crusader horse reining in

75mm FIGURES (75)

75/36 British 71st Highland or 27th Inniskilling Private sitting on a
tree stump drinking from water bottle

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AVAILABLE 50p FROM YOUR LOCAL STOCKIST OR 60p DIRECT FROM HINCHUFFE MODELS LTD-

We recommend for all our products

54min RANGE

54mm CAVALRY (C)
C8 Chasseur a Cheval of the Guard Officer, standing by horse.
54mm Artillery Riders (R)
R7 British Napoleonic Royal Horse Artilleryman, Limber or Ammunition wagon rider.
54mm Foot Figures (F)
F42 British Napoleonic Guard Infantryman, standing in nonchalant position.
54mm Foot Figures (F)
F43 British Napoleonic Guard Sergeant, standing in nonchalant position.

75mm RANGE ^ '7 ̂
75mm Figures (75)
1E>/2Q British 71st (Highland) Light Infantry Private, standing

in an 'on guard' position. ^
75/30 British 27th (Inniskilling) Private, standing in an 'on guard' position. |
75/31 W.W.II. Waffen 88 Panzer Grenadier advancing, entrenching tool and

stick grenade in hands, schmeisser pistol slung round neck. M
T5I32 French Grenadier de line en tenue de route 1805-07, wearing bonnet & L

de police and plain pack with blanket roll, standing firing musket.
75/33 French Grenadier de line en tenue de route 1805-07, wearing

bearskin, bicorne in pack, standing firing musket.
75/34 French Grenadier de line en tenue de route 1805-07, wearing bicorne,

bearskin in bag above pack, standing firing musket. S .3^'-
75/35 W.W.II. Panzer Grenadier in casual stance holding machine pistol. jL
AMERICAN WARGAMERS & COLLECTORS

The manufacturer of our products is at your service
from the capable hands of Miniature Figurines U.S.A. .
Inc., 4311 Lemmon Avenue, Dallas, Texas 75219, U.S.A. Please note -
To whom all your inquiries should be addressed, trade 25mm foot now 9p. Cavalry lOp.
inquiries welcomed. Horses lip. 54mrn foot and
^  artillery riders £1.13.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AVAILABLE 50p FROM YOUR LOCAL STOCKIST OR 60p DIRECT FROM HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.



ENSIGN

1/1200 Scale Warships
1/1200 SCALE
SHIPS AND ACCESSORIES /
Our lists offer the largest selection in the U.K. ^^|||j|0

nP From AIRCRAFT CARRIERS to MOTOR TORP-
EDO BOATS Spares including BRITISH 15" GUN
TURRETS, LANDING CRAFT, AIRCRAFT, 9"
TRIPLE TURRETS etc. Best Value in Europe,
Boats from 7p. 5p Stamp for full listings. New
items monthly.

CX3 MARINGO ULM

Al/5T€Ri.lT2 l£NA Z

tYLAu rsiEOLANo r

\ ̂  lECKMUHL ES5LING • ̂  J Z
VYAGRAM SMOllNSR Z

CAJ* hOSkOva
5"^ vitNNC BeniiN z

A ̂ ^MAORIO MOSCOU A3

S.E.G.O.M.
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PARIS

WARGAME FIGURES

5p Stamp for full listings

Model Figures & Hobbies
Lower Balloo Road, Groomsport, Co. Down.

N. Ireland BT19-2LU

• • • • •

• • J/* • •
C AR OE

tMPERlALE

I'EMPEREUP ;
NAPOLEON "
AyrftEGiMENT

1*^' rics enCNAOiCRS

ill. • • •

MICHAEL'S MODELS
ilNCHlEY^J 646-648 HIGH ROAD,

N. FmCHLEY, LONDON N12 ONL

BARCLAYCARD AND PAYBONDS WELCOME

EASY PARKING CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY MAIL ORDER A PLEASURE PHONE 01-445 6531

NORTH LONDON STOCKISTS FOR LES APPLICATIONS RATIONELLES DRILLS

NEW KITS ITALAEREI: PzKpfw 38(t) £1.60
ITALAEREI: GOTHA GO-242 ASSAULT GLIDER M40-75/18 SEL-PROPELLED GUN

PLUS KUBELWAGEN CAR 1 /72 Scale £1 -60
CAN BE MADE ALSO TO GO-244 FIAT TANK M13/40 £1.60
TRANSPORTER £1.60 MARDEN III 38(t)

ESCI: 1.72 SCALE HANOMAG Sd. Kfz. 251/1 54p ANTITANK GUN PAK40 ... BOp
1.72 SCALE PzKpfw III AUSF. M. ... 54p POSTAGE 5p PER KIT

Avalon Hill Games
THE GENERAL MAGAZINE

The Avalon Hill General is dedicated to variations of

strategy of Avalon Hill Games. Historical articles, and
useful background Information of current Avalon Hill

Games.

Subscriptions 6 issues £3.60 post free. Single copies 60p.

1  GETTYSBURG (Crucial Battle of the American Civil War) ... £4.90
2 WATERLOO (The Final Defeat of Napoleon) ... £4.90

3  D-DAY (The Allied Invasion of Europe 1944) £4.90

4 STALINGRAD (The Turning Point of the Russian Campaign) £4.90

5 AFRIKA KORPS (The North Africa 1941-43) £4.90

6 MIDWAY (Carrier Warfare in the Pacific)

ns of ^ battle of the bulge (Ardennes 1944)
8  BLITZKRIEG (Hypothetical Strategic Modern Warfare)

'  10 KRIEGSPIEL (Hypothetical Modern Warfare)
1  Hill PANZERBLITZ (Tactical Warfare on the Eastern Fron

W.W.II)

12 LUFTWAFFE (Allied Bomber Offensive on Germany)

®  13 ORIGINS OF W.W.II (The Power Struggle precedinc
W.W.II)

£4.90 14 FRANCE 1940 (Germany's Invasion of France)

£4.90 15 RICHTHOFEN'S WAR (Tactical Aerial Warfare W.W.ii) ..

£4.90 16 OUTDOOR SURVIVAL (Manhunt in the Wilderness)

£4.90 23 TACTICS II (Two Nations in Conflict)

£4.90 24 '1776' (Loss of the American Colonies)

Retailers' Inquiries welcomedNOW AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL STORE nowiiors inquiries WBiwomeo

or in case of difficulty, direct, p.&p. 30p per game 646 High Rd., N. F'mchley N12 ONL 01-4451



Telephone: 01-584 2758

15 Exhibition Road, South Kensington, London S.W.7

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10.00-6.30. Sun. 2.00-5.00

AVALON HILL boxed wargaraes from stock

Tactics II

Gettysburg

D-Day

Waterloo

Stalingrad

Africa Korps

Midway

Battle of the Bulge

Blitzkreig

Panzer Blitz

Luftwaffe

Origins of W.W.II

France 1940

Richthofens War

1776 American War of

Independence

3. 90 * Jutland 5.35)* These new
4.90 4- Anzio 74 5.35) items

4.90 ^ Panzer Leader 5.35) available

4.90 4, Chancellorsvilie '74 5.35) mid November.

4. 90 ^Alexander the Great 5.35) Please order

4. 90 * The Third Reich 6.50) now.

4.90

4. 90 WARGAIVESS RESEARCH GROUP

6,35

5.90 Decline and Fall 3.30

5, 90 Seastrike 3.90

5. 90

5.90 Please add 30p postage and packixig

5.90 to all games.

We also stock all VYargames Research Group
Rules and books.

Now available at last full range of 285th G.H.-i. Micro Armour, Send 3.A.S.
for list. Also new Heroics, NATO etc.

15mm KSmVeter^laing ancients-Now Romans & Assyrians
NEW ANCIENTS
F413 Assyrian archer 4p
F414 Assyrian shield bearer 4p
F415 Assyrian infantry standing with spear 4p
F416 Assyrian light infantry with raised spear 4p
M405 Assyrian cavalryman 8p
A407 Nomadic camel archer, camel charging

(2 men) 12p M406 Romar

OTHER AIMCIENTS AVAILABLE
F401 Greek hoplite 4p F408 Persian archer, firing
F402 Persian immortal 4p F409 Greek slinger
F403 Mede infantry, with spear p4io javelinman

and shield 4p -.4. - . u i-a.
F404 Persian infantry, with spear 4p Spartan hoplite
F405 Greek archer, kneeling 4p M401 Persian horsema
F406 Thraclan peltast, with spear walking

M401 Persian horseman,

F417 Roman legionary marching
F418 Roman standard bearer marching
F419 Roman trumpeter marching
F420 Roman centurion marching
F421 Roman legionary standing
F422 Roman centurion standing
M406 Roman mounted

horse

OTHER NEW ITEMS
narchlng 4p FEUDAL

maTching'^^'^'"^ 4p M209 Mounted knight, closed helm (cADISOO) 8p
■narching 4p AWI
landing 4p P321 Standing rifleman in hunting shirt 4p
standing 4p F322 Rifleman in hunting shirt, firing 4p

8p F323 Indian scout with musket at trail 4p
M403 Scythian archer (mounted) 8p ^
M404 Cataphract 8p Send 3 long s.a.e. for details

part kit) i6p (and sample figure) of other
A402 Two man Persian chariot i- ^ /

crew 6p 15mm ranges. Marlburian,
A403 Horse for chariot (2 read) 6p , r- i- u /x- •, va/
A404 Elephant . I6p Feudal, English Civil War,

and shield
F407 Standing Greek gymnet

4p M402 Greek horseman.
®P A405 Howdah with

■  archer & spearman
A406 Camel with lancer

American War of Independ
ence, Colonial and World War I.

From: PETER LAING, 11 BOUIMDS OAK WAY, SOUTHBOROUGH, TUIMBRIDGE WELLS, KENT TN4 OUB
Post and Package extra. Orders up to £1—12p; £2—14p; £3—16p; £4—18p; over £4 free. (Tel: 0892-29911)



WALL MODELS LIMITED
Open to 6 p.m. each evening
Closed all day Thursday

Directors: Eric W. Knowles

and Ivy B. Knowles

WE SPECIALISE FOR THE WARGAMER AND

MILITARY FIGURE COLLECTOR

BANDAI SCALE PLASTIC Kl"PLASTIC KITS
ALSO

FULL RANGE OF NAVWAR WARGAMES SHIPS
1/1200thand 1/3000th SCALE NAPOLEONIC AND PRE-DREADNOUGHT PERIODS

PLUS:-

OUR USUAL RANGES FOR THE WARGAMER
All inquiries welcome; but please enclose s.a.e.

MAIL ORDER TERMS

UNDER £5 — ADD 20p I OVERSEAS; SURFACE MAIL — ADD 30%

OVER £5 — POST FREE AIRMAIL — ADD 60%

373 HIGH STREET NORTH, MANOR PARK, LONDON E12 6PG. Telephone: 01-472 2508

15 PETER LAING
Ideal for Wargames + Dioramas (Scale 1:120)

ANCIENTS '400' SERIES
F401 Greek hoplite 4p F424 British chieftain with
F402 Persian immortal 4p raised sword 4p
F403 Mede infantry, with F425 Gallic infantryman w'th

spear and shield 4p raised spear 4p
F404 Persian infantry, F426 Gallic infantryman

with spear 4p marching with spear 4p
F405 Greek archer, kneeling 4p M401 Persian horseman,
F406 Thracian peltast, with horse walking 8p

spear and shield 4p M402 Greek horseman,
F407 Standing Greek gymnet 4p horse walking 8p
F408 Persian archer, firing 4p M403 Scythian archer
F409 Greek slinger 4p (mounted) 8p
F410 Greek javelinman 4p M404 Cataphract 8p
F411 Spartan hoplite 4p M405 Assyrian cavalryman 8p
F412 Theban hoplite 4p M406 Roman officer mounted 8p
F413 Assyrian archer 4p M407 Gallic cavalryman 8p
F414 Assyrian shield bearer 4p M408 Median cavalryman 8p
F415 Assyrian infantry M409 Thracian/Thessalian

standing with spear 4p cavalryman 8p
F416 Assyrian light infantry A401 Chariot (3 part kit) 16p

with raised spear 4p A402 Two man Persian
F417 Roman legionary chariot crew 6p

marching 4p A403 Horse for chariot
F418 Roman standard bearer (2 reqd) 6p

marching 4p A404 Elephant 16p
F419 Roman trumpeter A405 Howdah with driver,

marching 4p archer and spearman 8p
F420 Roman centurion A406 Camel with lancer 10p

marching 4p A407 Nomadic camel archer.
F421 Roman legionary camel charging

standing 4p (2 men) 12p
F422 Roman centurion A408 British chariot (3 pt kit) 12p

standing 4p A409 Two man British crew 6p
F423 Gallic chieftain with A410 Galloping horse for

standard 4p A408 (2 reqd) 6p
P&P extra. Orders up to £1, 12p: £2, 14p; £3, 16; £4, 18p. Over £4 Post Free

ALSO FEUDALS - COLONIALS - MARLBURIAN
- ECW - CRIMEAN - AW.1 - WORLD WAR I -

Sending long S.A.E. for list

PETER LAING
11 Bounds Oak Way, Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN4 OUB

(Tel: 0892-29911)

'Under X A
T wo

Flags'
4 St. Christopher's Place, mMAEp
Wigmore Street, London W.l.

LATEST PUBLICATIONS & MODELS FROM:-
Arms & Armour, Almark. Blandford. Ian Allan. Pan, Sphere and
many others

Four new titles from Osprey, Gurkhas. Armies of the American War
1812-1814, British Army in America 1775-1783, Napoleon's Polish
Troops, at £1.50 plus P&P.

From Hinchliffe, Napoleonic dismounted Chasseur a Cheval with
horse, also 54mm. RHA 1815. sitting limber crew, and new 75mm.

Phoenix, 1/24th. metal models of 'Street Cries' Hot Chestnut Barrow,
Milk Float, Knife Grinder's Cart, also 54mm. Napoleonic Officers for
the Regency Series.

New Lanzknechts from Lasset, other quality models and accessories.
Labayen, Sanderson. Rose, Series 77, Men '0 War, Trophy,
Stadden. Historex. Minot, Garrison. Humbrol, Campaign Colours,
Imrie/Risley, Bugle & Guidon, H-R Products, Rubin, Vallance,
Superior Models, Valiant, Cavalier, together with finely painted
figures, small cameos and dioramas of impeccable standard.

t I Open Mon.-Sat. 10-5 p.m

a- WIGMORE STREET -

<  ̂ 1'

.  1 1 I I I I T
— OXFORD STREET —

Regret no lists
available but mail

orders supplied on
any specified items
U.K. and Overseas.



PETER KEMPLAY
Military Miniatures - Paintings - Books - Prints

MAILORDER - DISTRIBUTION - EXPORT

The leading Specialist Distributors of Military Models in the U.K.
Dealers in fine military books, prints paintings and antiques. Com
plete studio service, painted figures, dioramas, chess sets, museum
display service.

11a CASTLEGATE

KNARESBOROUGH

YORKSHIRE

Tel: 2872

Z

SPENCER-SMITH
MINIATURES
25 mm Plastic Wargames Figures -
the really inexpensive way of build
ing up enormous armies or 'dabbling'
in other periods!

Whilst these figures do not possess
the sharpness of detail achieved with
metal figures they are extremely
cheap and capable of conversion to
many other types. All figures are
sold in bags as follows;-

NAPOLEOIMIC

Bag of 24 British Lifeguards (trotting)
Bag of 24 Lancers (galloping)
Bag of 24 Hussars (charging)
Bag of 80 Russians/Prussians/Bavar
ians infantry (mixed)

Bag of 80 French Infantry (3 types
mixed)

Bag of 4 Cannon (2 field & 2 Howitzer)

AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE

(suitable for conversion for Seven
Years' War)
Bag of 24 Field Officers Mounted

Bag of 24 Dragoons (4 off, 20
troopers)

Bag of 80 Infantry (3 mounted off,
6 foot off. 6 drummers, grenadiers
and batt. co. privates)

Bag of 30 Artillerymen and 4 cannon
(2 field and 2 howitzer)

Bag of 4 Cannon (2 field and 2
howitzer)

Bag of 80 Frontiermen and Indians
(3 types of each)

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR

Bag of 24 Cavalry (walking) suitable
also as Staff officers

Bag of 80 Infantry (12 off, 6 buglers
plus enlisted men)

Bag of 30 Artillerymen (officers,
buglers and gunners)

MODERN ARMY

Bag of 80 Infantry (assorted officers,
riflemen, mortar gunners, machine
gunners, etc., etc.)

PRICES

Bag of 24 cavalry £1.20
Bag of 80 infantry £1.20
Bag of 30 artillerymen plus
4guns £1.60

Bag of 4 cannon £1.00

Bag of 30 artillerymen ... BOp

NEW! Now available
- the first of the Spencer-Smith 'Con
noisseur' rarrge. More detail, hard
plastic at slightly higher prices:

Napoleonic
British Line Infantry.

Bag of 18 privates (adv. & firing)
1 officer, 1 sergeant

American War Indep.
Bag of 18 British Inf. (Grenadiers and
light infantry), 2 officers.
Bag of 18 British Infantry and Ameri
can Rangers, 2 officers.

Bag of 18 American Light Infantry (2
types), 2 officers.

Price per bag: 55p.
Other figures in preparation.

'RETREAT FROM CORUNNA'
Beautiful figures by Charles Stadden inspired by the
famous painting by J. P. Beadle. There are six
figures in the set, including one officer and the
ragged uniforms, bandaged wounds etc. bring alive
that famous episode during the Peninsula War. Each
figure is different. unpainted painted
Set of 6 figures: £7.50 £30.00
Individual figures: £1.25 £5.50

MODEL MILITAIRE

NEW! FOR THE FIRST TIME - FLAGS
IN SCALE
Beautifully printed on fine self-adhesive fabric. Two flags per
sheet (Regt. and Union):
MC/1 4th Foot (K.O.) 1815
MC/2 23rd Foot (R. W. Fusil) 1815
Price: 90p per sheet.
Also in 25mm scale - a range of self adhesive flags - save time
and achieve perfect results. 35p per sheet of 12 flags in full
colour.

Napoleonic
RI/1 British 1st Guards, 1st, 4th, 23rd. 30th, 92nd foot.
RI/2 British 2nd Guards. Srd, 14th, 27th, 40th, 52ncl foot.
RI/10 Prussian Infantry.
R1/14 French Line Infantry.
RI/20 Russian Infantry.

Ancient shield designs (transfers)
MA/1 1st Century Roman (6 designs - 25mm/54mm)
MA/2 Classical Greece (ail different)
45p per sheet.

STADDEN 54mm FIGURES
Yet more figures from this magnificent range - the largest in
the world. All figures are animated by hand and primed
ready for painting (also available painted):
ENGLISH CIVIL WAR
<EC 1 Prince Rupert <EC 4 Pikeman
<EC 2 Infantry Officer KEC 5 Musketeer
KEC 3 Infantry Drummer

BRITISH NAPOLEONIC
KNB 14 Trooper Light Dragoons, shako, service dress.
KNB 28 Highland Drummer, bonnet, kilt.
KNBS 45 Highland Standard Bearer.
KNB 38 Rifle Brigade Bugler.

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC
KNF 3 Marshal Ney (with musket in uniform worn during

retreat from Moscow).
KNF 14 Infantry Private (Spanish Campaign dress).
PRICES: Unpainted Painted
Foot figures £1.25 £5.50
Standard Bearers £2.50 £7.50

WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP
Accepted as standard works by numerous groups and societies
throughout the world:
RULES
Ancient 90p. 1750-1850 50p. 1925-75 Inf. action 50p.

1926-50 Armour/lnf. 35p
REFERENCE BOOKS
Armies of Macedonian/punic Wars £1.30
Armies/Enemies of Imp. Rome. £1.75
Warfleets of Antiquity £1.90
Setting up a Wargames Campaign £1.60
All the above books are extremely detailed and the result of
extensive research.

CATALOGUES
PETER KEMPLAY comprehensive mail order catalogue, over 50
pages, many illus. listing Stadden figs (30mm, 54mm, 90mm).
Cameron, Lamming, Tradition,Model Militaire, Guardhouse,
Hinchliffe kits, numerous books, prints, paints etc. 50p post
free (Overseas: £1 or S2.50 by AIR)
Also separate Lamming list: 15p. Tradition list: 15p

Historex catalogue: 90p Rose catalogue: 75p
TRADE ENQUIRIES FOR; STADDEN, TRADITION LAMMING,
MODEL MILITAIRE, W.R.G., GUARDHOUSE, SPENCER-SMITH
MAIL ORDER INSTRUCTIONS

Min. order 50p (overseas £3) except catalogues.
Postage: under £5 - 10% (min. lOp), over £5 ■ 5% (overseas

at cost)

TRADITION 25mm

WARGAME FIGURES
NEW NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY
British Infantry Officer
Highland Officer saluting
French Guard Lancer Trooper
French Elite Hussar Trooper
Scots Grey Trooper
Household Cavalry Trooper
(Horses: Galloping, trotting, standing)
and a reminder of those superb recent releases
in the Ancient Range:

ROMAN CAVALRY
ARCl Heavy Cavalry Charging
ARC2 Medium Cavalry at rest
ARC3 Flavian Horse Archer at rest
ARC4 Late Roman Heavy Cav. at rest
ARCS Late Roman Light Cav. at rest
ARC6 Late Roman Horse Archer firing

GAULS (mounted)
AGO 1 Charging (spired helmet)
AGC 2 Charging (winged helmet)

NAPOLEONIC ARTILLERYMEN
5 figures In each group - Officer, rammer, ball,
match, lever:
French Guard Foot Artillery
French Guard Horse Artillery
Prussian Horse Artillery
Prussian Fool Artillery
Brunswick Foot Artillery
Austrian Foot Artillery
British Foot Artillery
British Horse Artillery

PRICES
Artillerymen; PV2P
Cavalry: 20p
FULL CATALOGUE of figures covering many
periods: 25p

LAMMING
25mm scale Napoleonic equipment
range
C/9 British 9 pdr cannon 35p
C/10 British 10 pdr cannon 35p
C/ll British ammunition waggon 35p
C/12 British limber 35p
C/13 French 8 pdr cannon 35p
C/14 French 12 pdr cannon 35p
C/15 French caisson 52p
C/16 French Howitrer 35p
C/13 French Limber 23p

.. . and especially for

WATERLOO buffs;
Waterloo Battle Plans
Easily the most detailed available. Set of 3
maps (each 15in. x 22in.) shows battle stage
by stage in minute detail. £1.50

The Great Cavalry Charges
Paint your own superb battlescene. fine line
drawing printed on paper suitable for water-
:oiour. 22in. x 15in. Colouring instr. incl. 90p

Campaign Prints
For colouring - Napoleon, Wellington. Ney,
Blucher (all mounted figures). 35p each or
£1.25 for set of four.

French Imperial Army 1813-1815 (Riehn)
50pp. illus- card covers. Packed with masses of
reliable uniform detail. Now a standard re
ference work. £1.35

Prints
We stock the full ranges of Hourtoulle, Le
Plumet and Knctel prints which deal principally
with Napoleonic subjects and are very high
quality, containing a great deal of rare detail.
Send 15p for full lists.

.  . . although we cater for all tastes, we do
tend to specialise in Napoleonics. Why not
come and see it all at the . .

NORTHERN GARRISON
11a CASTLEGATE,

KNARESBOROUGH

YORKSHIRE
(open: Wednesday and Saturday 9.0-5.30)
other times by appointment. Open to the trade
at al l times.



TRADITION 25Bm WARGAHE FIGURES PRESENTS...

THE AMEDICAN CIVIL WAD DANCE
Designed by David Scheinmann

The ultimate range of figures to satisfy the requirements of the wargamer and the diorama

maker in re-creating the battles of the American Civil War. These finely detailed figures

are cast in white metal and are all available NOW.

the Union Army
UNION GENERAL STAFF

US1 General in full dress
US2 General with field glasses
US3 Staff Officer with map

UNION INFANTRY

U1 Officer advancing
U2 Standard-bearer (NCO)
U3 Drummer
JJk Private firing
U3 Private advancing
U6 Private marching
U? Private kneeling firing
U8 Private advancing at high port
U9 Private falling wounded

ZOUAVES (5th NEW YORK VOLS.)

UZ1 Officer advancing
UZ2 Standard-bearer

UZ3 Drummer
UZ^ Zouave firing
UZ3 Zouave advancing
UZ6 Zouave kneeling firing

BERDAN'S SHARPSHOOTERS

BS1 Officer advancing
BS2 Bugler

BS3 Private firing
BS^ Private advancing loading
BS5 Private kneeling firing

GARIBALDI GUARD (39th NEW YORK)

GG1 Officer advancing
GG2 Private firing

GG3 Private advancing
GG^ Private advancing high port
GO5 Private kneeling firing

IRON BRIGADE

IB1 Officer advancing
IB2 Standard-bearer

IB3 Drummer
IB4 Private firing
IB5 Private advancing high port
IB6 Private advancing
IB? Private kleeling firing

UNION ARTILLERY

A1 Officer with field glasses
A2 Gunner with ramrod

A3 Gunner with shot
A4 Gunner pulling lanyard

UNION CAVALRY (DISMOUNTED)

UC1 Officer pointing sabre
UC2 Guidon-bearer

UC3 Bugler
UC4 Trooper firing carbine
UC5 Trooper carbine at high port
UC6 Trooper kneeling firing

UNION CAVALRY (MOUNTED)

UCM1 Officer charging with sabre
UCM2 Guidon-bearer

UCM3 Bugler
UCM^ Trooper charging with sabre
UCM5 Trooper charging with pistol
UCM6 Trooper firing carbine
UCM7 Trooper falling wounded
UCM8 Officer shouldered sabre

UCM9 Trooper shouldered sabre

RUSH'S LANCERS (MOUNTED)

UCMIO Trooper charging with lance
UCM11 Trooper shouldered lance

the C.S. Army
CONFEDERATE GENERAL STAFF

CS1 General Robert E. Lee
CSS General J.E.B. Stuart

CS3 Officer with field glasses

CONFEDERATE INFANTRY

01 Officer advancing
C2 Standard-bearer (officer)

03 Drummer
C4 Private (hat) firing
03 Private (kepi) advancing
06 Private (hat) high port
07 Private (hat) kneeling firing
08 Private (kepi) firing
09 Private (hat) advancing
010 Private (kepi) high port
011 Private (kepi) kneeling firing
012 Private (hat) marching
013 Private (hat) loading
014 Private falling wounded

CONFEDERATE ARTILLERY

A5 Officer waving kepi
a6 Gunner with ramrod

A? Gunner with rope and bucket
a8 Gunner with case

CONFEDERATE ZOUAVES

Z1 Officer advancing
Z2 Zouave firing

Z3 Zouave advancing
Z^ Zouave kneeling firing
Z5 Zouave standard-bearer
Z6 Zouave drummer

CONFEDERATE CAVALRY (MOUNTED)

CCM1 Officer charging
0CM2 Guidon-bearer

CCM5 Bugler
CCM^ Trooper charging with sabre
CCM5 Trooper firing carbine
CCM6 Trooper falling wounded

CCM? Officer shouldered sabre

CCM8 Trooper shoiU-dered sabre

TERRY'S TEXAS RANGERS (MOUNTED)

TRM1 Officer

TRM2 Ranger with shotgun
TRN3 Ranger with pistol

AMD A NEW RANGE.

the Indian Wars
UNITED STATES CAVALRY (MOUNTED)

IW1 Officer charging with sabre
IW2 Trooper firing pistol
IW3 Trooper with raised carbine
IW4 Trooper firing carbine

PLAINS INDIANS (MDUNTED)

IW5 Chief with lance
IW6 Warrior with raided carbine
IW? Warrior with club

IW8 Warrior firing carbine

PLAINS INDIANS (ON FOOT)

IW9 Warrior firing carbine
IW10 Warrior firing bow
IW11 Warrior with axe and knife
IW12 Warrior advancing

Horses are available in four
positions:
Standing, Walking, Cantering
and Charging.

Foot Figures 9p* Artillerymen lOp. Staff Officers and Standard-Bearers 12p.

Mounted Figures 21p. (horses lip. riders lOp.)

Please add postage to all nail orders

TRADITION 188 PICCADILLY

Telephone 01-73^ 1352

LONDON W1



fAirfix have just added
the 95th Rifleman to their

magnificent Collectors
series.

So nowyou can construct
this remarkable model and

capture in every detai l al l
the excitement of the men who hel ped
defeat Napoleon at Waterloo!

Thissuperb 54mm scale model
notonlyshowsal l the details ofthe
uniform,butalso com
with an exact replica (
famous Baker Rifle.

It even contains optic
parts so that it can be
assembled in eithera

standing orkneeling
position.

In factthe Airfix Collectors ser

containssome of the finest historic

military models availa
2nd Dragoon . i n

Take for example, tl
British Hussars,
the 2nd Dragoon

(Royal Scots Greys), 0
the Polish Lancer

(1st Reg. Lancer of

al l really excellent kits care- Poi
fully modelled to be exact in
every way. And al l produced
tothe incredibly high
standard of realism

and detai l that you'd
expect from Airfix.

AIPFIYI

British Hussar


